LECTURE NOTES ON OPTIMAL TRANSPORTATION - - WITH
AN EYE TOWARDS COMPLEX GEOMETRY
ROBERT J. BERMAN
These are very preliminary lecture notes for an ongoing graduate course on Optimal Transportation that I teach at Chalmers University of
Technology. As I add new material I also go through the previous pages, revising them. The current version of the notes can be found on the course web
page. The notes follow to a large extent [20] and [3], with an emphasizes on
the quadratic setting and the connections to real Monge-Ampère equations.
Some particular aspects of the quadratic theory are emphasized, which admit
a complex counterpart in the realm of complex geometry and pluripotential theory (compare [6]). Be aware of a proliferation of typos! For example
cr refers to a cross reference to a section to be written and ref refers to a
reference that will eventually be added.
Abstract.

1. Existence of optimal transport plans and Kantorovich duality
1.1.

Notation.

In the following the spaces X, Y etc that we will work with will
Rn and the word measure on such a space X will refer to a

always be subsets of
Borel measure (i.e.

a measure which is compatible with the standard topology).

All functions will be assumed to be (Borel) measureable.
Given a map

forward of

µ

T

under

from

T,

X

to

Y

and a measure

is the measure on

Y

µ

on

X

we write

T∗ µ,

the push-

dened by

(T∗ µ)(F ) := µ(T −1 (F ))
if

F

is a subset in

Y.

Recall that, under the usual pairing between measures and

functions

ˆ
⟨f, µ⟩ :=

f dµ

the push-forward on measures is dual to the pull-back on functions:

⟨T ∗ g, µ⟩ = ⟨g, T∗ µ⟩
(where

(T ∗ g)(x) := g(T (x))).

variables formula:

In other words,

ˆ

T∗ µ

satises the following change of

ˆ
g(T (x))µ =
X

g(y)T∗ µ
Y

Formulation of the transport problem according to Monge and Kantorovich. Let us start by the formulation of the transport problem according to
1.2.

µ and ν on Rn
(transporting µ to ν) if

Monge: given two probability measures
said to be a transport map

T∗ µ = ν

1

a map

T

from

Rn

to

Rn

is
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Given a cost function
cost

C(T )

c(x, y),

of a transport map by

if it minimizes

C(T )

T

one can dene the (total)

ˆ

C(T ) :=
Accordingly, a transport map

Rn × Rn

i.e. a function on

c(x, T (x))dµ(x)

is said to be optimal (wrt the given cost function)

over all transport maps (transporting

µ

to

ν).
T

The Monge problem is to prove the existence of an optimal

T)

acterize

(and to char-

under suitable regularity assumptions. However, there are two main

diculties:

•
•

Non-linearity: The functional
Lack of compactness: if

Ti

C

is non-linear in

T

is a sequence of transport maps there seems to

be no useful topology ensuring that it has a subsequence convirging to some
transport map

T

In Kantorovich's formulation of the transport problems both these diculties disappear! The point is to consider a relaxed version of the optimization problem,

C

where we enlarge the domain of the functional

that we want to optimize.

Denition 1.1. A transport plan γ (between µ and ν) is a probability measure on
Rn × Rn whose rst and second marginals are equal to µ and ν, respectively, i.e.
(π1 )∗ γ = µ and (π2 )∗ γ = ν where π1 and π2 denote the projections from Rn × Rn
onto the rst and second factors, respectively.
Given a cost function

c(x, y)

one then denes

ˆ

C(γ) :=

c(x, y)dγ,

which is clearly linear. Moreover, under suitable assumptions the desired compactness property above holds and the existence of a transport plan is then a routine
matter (see below).

Lemma 1.2.

T

If

is a transport map (between

µ

and

ν),

then

γT := (I × T )∗ µ
is a transport plan (supported on the graph of

γ

is suppored on the graph of a transport map

T ) and C(T ) = C(γ).
T then γ = γT .

Conversly, if

Proof. [Exercise] (hint: use the the push-forward behaves well under composition



of maps).

Example 1.3.

c(x, y) = |x − y|
1.3.

The standard or quadratic setting refers to the case when

2

Existence of optimal transport plans.

To simplify the exposition we will

in the following mainly focus our attention on the case when the supports

Y

of

µ

and

ν,

Proposition 1.4.
given

µ

and

X

and

respectively, are compact.

ν,

Suppose that the cost functional

c(x, y)

is continuous.

there exists an optimal transport plan (between

generally, the result holds as long as
bounded from below.

c(x, y)

µ

and

ν).

Then,
More

is lower semi-continuous (lsc) and
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M := X × Y

Proof. Set

and assume rst that

fact we want to use is that if
probability measures on

M

M

X

and

ˆ

γj → γ
ˆ
udγj → udγ

for all test functions, i.e. all continuous functions

P(X × Y )

are compact.

The key

P(M )

of all

is compact, when equipped with the weak topology.

Recall that the weak topology is dened by

the subspace of

Y

is a compact space then the space
i

u on M. Let now Γ(µ, ν) denotes
µ and ν) and

consisting of all transport plans (between

observe that is closed in the weak topology [exercise: prove this using that pushforward is dual to pull-back]. The space

Γ(µ, ν)

is compact.
functional

C

µ × ν.
Γ(µ, ν)

is non-empty, as it contains

Also, since a closed subspace of a compact space is closed it follows that

Finally, note that, by the very denition of the weak topology, the
is continuous on

Γ(µ, ν) (just take u to be equal to c). But a continuous

function on a compact space always admits a minimizer and that concludes the
proof.
Finally, let us briey explain how to prove the general case. The point is to equip

M

with the weak topology dened with respect to test functions that are bounded

continuous functions. Due to the non-compactness of
a sequence of probability measures

γi on M

M

it is not true in general that

has a subsequence converging to another

γ. The problem is that mass can be pushed out to innity
γi be translations of a xed probability measure ν with compact
γi → 0, which is not a probability measure). However, if we can

probability measure
(for example: take
support, so that

rule out this phenomen then relative compactness indeed holds.
suppose that the sequence

γi

is tight, i.e. for any

More precisely,

ϵ>0 there exists a compact subset

´
Kϵ such that K c dγj < ϵ for all j, then, after perhaps passing to a subsequence,
ϵ
γi → γ for some probability measure γ (this is the content of Prokhorov's theorem,
which holds in the general setting of Polish spaces). In the present setting tightness
is ensured by the condition on the marginals [exercise].For
bounded below one can then take

c(x, y)

continuous and

to be a sequence converging to the minimium

c is bounded from below). As explained
γi → γ, where γ is a probability measure (and as before
one also sees that γ ∈ Γ(µ, ν)). To conclude the proof it is enough to check that
the functional C is lower-semi continuous along γi , i.e. that
of the functional

C

γi

(which is nite since

above we may assume that

lim inf C(γj ) ≥ C(γ).
j→∞

Indeed, then

γ must be a minimizer of C

on

Γ(µ, ν)). In the case when c is a bounded

continuous function the inequality above follows immediately from the denition
of the weak topology. The general case is then reduced to the previous case by an
approximation/truncation argument, using that a lower-semi continuous function
can be written as an increasing limit of continuous functions

ck

which are bounded

from below. Indeed, as above we get

lim inf C(γj ) ≥ lim inf Ck (γj ) ≥ Ck (γ).
j→∞

for any xed

k. Finally, letting k → ∞ concludes the proof [warning: the argument
C is identically equal to ∞, but then any γ is a minimizer]


does not exclude that
.

j→∞
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In order to make contact with the Monge problem we need to adress two problems:

•
•

When can an optimal transport plan be realized by a transport plan?
How to characterize optimal transport plans (maps)?

It turns out that both these problems have satisfactory answers (under suitable
regularity assumptions).

We will start with the second point, focusing on the

quadratic setting. In a nut shell we will show that a map

T

is optimal if and only

if it can be written as a gradient map of a convex function:

T ” = ”∇ϕ
However, this needs to be made more precise as the gradient of a convex function is
not everywhere dened, unless

ϕ

is dierentiable. There is also a generalization of

the previous statement to transport plans, saying that a transport plan
i the support of

ϕ.

γ

γ

is optimal

is contained in the graph of the sub-gradient of a convex function

To make this statements precise we start with:

Recap of basic convexity I (gradients).
Denition 1.5. A function ϕ : Rn →] − ∞, ∞] is said to be convex if it is sub1.4.

ane, i.e. for any two points

x

and

y

and

t ∈]0, 1[

ϕ(tx + (1 − t)y) ≤ tϕ(x) + (1 − t)ϕ(y)
(excluding the case when

ϕ = ∞ everwhere). Similarly, a nite function ϕ is strictly
x ̸= y. A general reference for convexity

convex if strict inequality holds above for
is [19].

{ϕ < ∞} is called the the domain of ϕ. Conversely, given a
ϕ on a convex subset A of Rn one obtains a canonical convex
n
n
extension of ϕ to all of R by declaring that ϕ = ∞ on R − A (i.e. the domain
of the extension is A). The set of all convex functions is closed under the max
The convex subset

nite convex function

operatation. In particular, the sup of a family of ane functions is always convex.
It is not hard to check that any nite convex function is automatically continuous
[exercise!], but, of course, it need not be dierentiable.

Proposition 1.6.

Let

ϕ

be a smooth function on

Rn .

Then

ϕ

is convex i any of

the following two conditions holds:

•
•

(∂ 2 ϕ) ≥ 0
x0 ∈ X we have

Its Hessian is semi-positive in the sense of matrices:
The graph of
n
any x ∈ R

ϕ

lies over any of its tangents: given

that for

ϕ(x0 ) + ⟨y0 , x − x0 ⟩ ≤ ϕ(x)

(1.1)

if

y0 = ∇ϕ(x0 ).
y0 satises

Conversly, if

the previous inequality, then

y0 = ∇ϕ(x0 ).

For a general, possibly non-dierentiable, convex function one may dene a multivaled generalization of the gradient called the sub-gradient:

Denition 1.7.

If

ϕ

is a convex function, then its sub-gradient (∂ϕ)(x0 ) at x0 is
y ∈ Rn satisfying the last inequality in the previous

dened as the set of all vectors
proposition (in particular, if

ϕ(x0 ) = ∞,

then

(∂ϕ)(x0 ) is empty). The graph Γ∂ϕ
∂ϕ : x 7→ (∂ϕ)(x), i.e. the set

is dened as the graph of the multivalued function
n
n
of all (x, y) ∈ R × R such that y ∈ (∂ϕ)(x).
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Note that

(∂ϕ)(x) is always
ϕ is nite at x!)

a closed convex set (warning:

∂ϕ)(x)

may be non-

empty even if

Example 1.8.
x

and

−x)

If

ϕ(x) = |x|, then ϕ is convex (as it is the sup of the ane functions
x = 0 is equal to [−1, 1].

and its sub-gradient at the point

Proposition 1.9.
a single point

y0 .

ϕ is dierentiable at x0 i (∂ϕ)(x0 ) contains
coincides with the classical gradient at x0 .

A convex function

In that case

y0

Using properties of the sub-gradient it can be checked that any convex function
is locally Lipschitz continuous.
theorem that

ϕ

It then follows from the classical Rademacher's

is dierentiable almost everywhere. More precisely, it can be shown

that the the non-dierentiability locus of
dimension at most

n−1

ϕ

is a small set, i.e.

it has Hausdor

(this is geometrically clear in the special case when

ϕ

is

the max of a nite number of ane functions).

Denition 1.10.

ϕ

is a convex function then the corresponding Brenier map
L∞
loc −map from the domain of ϕ
dened by the almost everywhere dened gradient ∇ϕ.
If

(or gradient map in the sense of Brenier) is the
n
to

R

Characterization of optimal transport plans and maps for a quadratic
cost (formulation). Recall that by Prop 1.4 an optimal transport plan always
1.5.

exists. However, it could be that for any transport plan

γ

the cost

C(γ)

is innite.

Accordingly, to exclude this scenario we will rst, following ref ref, focus on the

µ

case when the given marginals

and

ν

have nite second moments. The rst main

results that we shall discuss is:

Theorem 1.11.

(the Knott-Smith optimality criterion).

µ

probability measures

γ

and

ν

is optimal i the support of

Assume that the given

have nite second moments. Then a transport plan

γ

is contained in the graph of the sub-gradient of a

ϕ.

convex function

The relation to the original Monge problem is given by the second result to be
discussed:

Theorem 1.12.
•

µ and ν

(Brenier) Assume that the given probability measures

nite second moments. If the measure

µ

have

does not charge small sets, then

T which can be realized as a
x 7→ ∇ϕ(x) (in the sense of Brenier) of a convex function ϕ.
• The optimal map T is uniquely determined up to a small set
• The closeure of the image of the support of µ under the map ∇ϕ is equal
to the support of ν
• If moreover ν does not charge small sets, then for dµ−almost every x and
dν−almost every y
There exists an optimal (measurable) map
gradient map,

∇ϕ∗ ◦ ∇ϕ(x) = x,

∇ϕ ◦ ∇ϕ∗ (y) = y

y 7→ ∇ϕ∗ (y) is the (almost ν−) unique optimal map
µ (where ϕ∗ is the Legendre transform dened below).

and the map
porting

ν

to

Recall that a set is small if it has Hausdor dimension at most

trans-

n − 1 and in
µ which has

particular the assumption in the previous theorem is satised for any
a density, i.e. which is absolutely continuous wrt Lesbegue measure.

The relation to gradients of convex functions can be established directly using
the notion of cyclic monotonicity [17, 3], which leads to the following general result,
which bypasses the need for nite moment assumptions:
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Theorem 1.13.

(McCann [17]). Given any two probability measures

does not charge small sets, there exists a convex function

∇ϕ

pushes forward

wrt

µ.

µ

to

ν.

∇ϕ

Moreover, the map

ϕ

µ, such that µ
L∞
loc −map

such that the

is determined almost everywhere

However, here we will follow a dierent route which passes via Kantorovich
duality (compare [7, 20]). This notion turns out to be closely related to the classical
notion of Legendre transforms in convex analysis.
1.6.

Recap of basic convexity II (the Legendre transform).

ϕ(x)

on

Rn

Given a function

its Legendre transform is dened by

ϕ∗ (y) := sup ⟨y, x⟩ − ϕ(x)
x∈Rn

n
(in more invariant notation we should really replace Rx by a vector space V and
n
∗
Ry by its dual V , but the previous concrete notation will be adequate for the
∗
moment). The function ϕ (y) is always convex and lower semi-continuous, or lsc,
for short (since it is a sup of ane functions). If moreover

ϕ

is convex then the

following fundamental duality relation holds:

Proposition 1.14.

Let

ϕ

be lower semi-continuous function on

Rn .

Then

(ϕ∗ )∗ = ϕ

(1.2)

This relation becomes almost obvious once we recall a basic motivation for introducing Legendre transforms. The starting point is the fact that any given lsc convex
function

f

ϕ can be written as an envelope (i.e.
ϕ

the point-wise sup) of ane functions

which are smaller than

ϕ(x) = sup f (x)

(1.3)

f ≤ϕ

(this is geometrically very reasonable, so let's accept it for the moment). Now, since

f (x)

is ane we can write it as

f (x) = ⟨y, x⟩ − a
y ∈ Rn and a ∈ R. Given y there is an optimal choice of a which satises
f ≤ ϕ, namely a = ϕ∗ (y) [check this!]. Hence, setting

for unique

fy := ⟨y, x⟩ − ϕ∗ (y)
allows us to remove the constraint

f ≤ϕ

to get

ϕ(x) = sup f (x) = sup fy (x) = (ϕ∗ )∗ (x),
f ≤ϕ

y

which proves the desired duality relation 1.2. Coming back to the statement 1.3

ϕ(x)
f (x0 ) = f (x)

it will follow once one has check that, given a convex function
point

x0

there exists an ane function

f (x)

such that

and a xed
and

f ≤ ϕ.
x0

Geometrically, this means that we need to nd a hyperplane passing through
which stays on the lower side of the graph of

y

is an element of

∂ϕ(x),

ϕ.

In other words, its normal vector

so we just need to know that the letter set is non-empty.

This is indeed the case as long as

ϕ is nite in a neighbourhood of x (and in general

one can apply the Hahn-Banach separation theorem which applies to the innite
dimensional setting of locally convex topological vector spaces). Anyway, we may
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ϕ is
y = ∇ϕ(x).

as well assume that
simply take

smooth (by a simple regularization argument) and then

ϕ∗

The previous discussion establishes a link between

and the sub-gradient of

ϕ

which is made precise in the following

Proposition 1.15.

If

ϕ

is convex then

ϕ(x) + ϕ∗ (y) ≥ ⟨x, y⟩
with equality i

y ∈ (∂ϕ)(x)

(and if

ϕ

is lsc then equality holds i

x ∈ ∂ϕ∗ )

Proof. First, the proof of the general inequality follows directly from the denition
∗
of

ϕ .

Next, the opposite inequality holds precisely when

y ∈ (∂ϕ)(x),

by the very

denition of a sub-gradient. Indeed,

ϕ(x) + ϕ∗ (y) ≤ ⟨x, y⟩ ⇐⇒ ϕ(z) − ϕ(x) ≥ ⟨z − x, y⟩
for all

z,

which, by denition, means that
ϕ∗∗ = ϕ and symmetry.

y ∈ (∂ϕ)(x).

The last statement follows



immediatly from

The equality case in the previous proposition has the following classical formulation in the case when

ϕ is smooth and strictly convex (which for example appears
y = ∇ϕ(x)

in the formalism of thermodynamics): consider the change of variables

(which is one-to-one by the strict convexity). Then the Legendre transform may be
dened by

ϕ∗ (y) = ⟨x, ∇ϕ(x)⟩ − ϕ(x)
Note that it also follows from the condition for equality in the previous proposition
∗∗
and th the fact that ϕ
= ϕ that the inverse of the gradient map ∇ϕ(x) is ∇ϕ∗ (y)
if

ϕ

is lsc.

In the general case these relations are made precise by the following

lemma which will play an important role in section 2.

Lemma 1.16.
a unique

x

The Legendre transform

such that

y = ∇ϕ(x).

ϕ∗ (y)

y i there exists
∇ϕ (y) = x, if ϕ is lsc.

is dierentiable at
∗

Moreover, in that case

Remark 1.17. The previous lemma in particular implies a useful duality relation,
∗
saying that  ϕ

(y)

is essentially dierentiable i

ϕ(x)

is essentially strictly convex

(the relaxtion to strict convexity comes from the fact that it can be phrased in
terms of the injectivity of the gradient). Here the adjective essentially has a precise

ϕ is essentially dierentiable if it is dierentiable on its
|∇ϕ| (x) → ∞ as x converges to a point in the boundary of the domain
of ϕ. Similarly, ϕ is strictly convex if its strictly convex on the domain of ∂ϕ, i.e.
on the set where ∂ϕ is non-empty [see ref R section 23].
meaning: a convex function
domain and

Example 1.18.
value

∞

The following simple example illustrates the need to allow the
ϕ(x) = log(e−x + ex ) (or any

when working with convex functions. Let

|x|.
x → ±∞).

smooth strictly convex regularization, in the sense of convolution, of the function
Then

∇ϕ

maps

R

diemorphically onto

] − 1, 1[

(since

∇ϕ(x) → ±∞

as

Γ of ∇ϕ(x) looks as follows: [add picture]. Conversely, if
x and y and set ψ(x) := ϕ∗ (x), then ϕ∗ = ∞ on the complement
of ] − 1, 1[ and the graph of ∇ψ is a subset of ] − 1, 1[×R. Note that if one xes a
probability measure of the form µ = f dx for f > 0 and denes ν := (∇ϕ)∗ µ (whose
support is equal to [−1, 1]) then, by Theorem 1.12 T = ∇ϕ is the unique continuous
optimal map tranporting µ to ν.

In particular, the graph of
we swap the role of
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Proposition 1.19.

Let

ϕ

be a nite convex function on

Rn .

Then

∂ϕ(Rn ) = {ϕ∗ < ∞}
In particular, if

∂ϕ(Rn ) ⊂ F

F

where

is a closed convex set, then

ϕ = (χF ϕ∗ )∗

(1.4)

(where

χF

is the indicator function dened below)

Proof. First observe that

∂ϕ(Rn ) ⊂ {ϕ∗ < ∞}

as follows immediateley from Prop

1.15. Next, we observe that the discussion above explaining the proof of the relation
ϕ∗∗ = ϕ gives that ϕ(x) = supy∈∂ϕ(Rn ) ⟨y, x⟩ − ϕ∗ (y) (since we can always take
∗ ∗
n
the maximizer y(x) as ∇ϕ(x) and hence ϕ = (χ∂ϕ(Rn ) ϕ ) . But ∂ϕ(R ) is closed
∗
and convex [add why] and hence u := χ∂ϕ(Rn ) ϕ is convex and lsc. In particular,
u∗∗ = u and hence ϕ∗ = χ∂ϕ(Rn ) ϕ∗ ,which ∂ϕ(Rn )c ⊂ {ϕ∗ < ∞}c , proving the
rst statement of the proposition. The same argument also proves the last formula
in the proposition. Finally, a general nite convex function may be written as a
decreasing limit of dierentiable smooth convex functions ϕj (with the same sub∗
gradient image). In particular, since ϕj ≥ ϕ we get ϕj ≤ ϕ. But by the previous
∗
c
∗
c
discussion ϕj = ∞ on F and hence ϕ = ∞ on F , which concludes the proof of



the general case.

n
1.6.1. Indicator and support functions. To a given a convex subset A ⊂ R one can
n
n
attach two canonical convex functions χA and hA dened on Rx and its dual Ry ,
respectively:

•
•

The support function

Note that

hA (·)

A and crχA (x) = ∞
A).
hA (y) := supx∈A ⟨y, x⟩

The indicator function χA (x) is dened χA (x) = 0 on
Rn − A (i.e. e−χA is the characterisitic function of

on

hA

for any

convex set

A

hA (y)

is dened by

is always a one-homogeneuous convex function, i.e.

λ∈R

λ−1 hA (λ·) =

(and conversely any such function is the support function of a

[exercise]).

The indicator and support function of a closed convex set

A

are intertwined

under Legendre transformation. Indeed, it follows immediately from the denitions
that

hA = χ∗A
This basic duality relation plays a leading role in the proof of Kantorovich duality
to which we next turn.
1.7.

Kantorovich duality and linear programming.

Recall that the Kan-

torovich problem amounts to optimizing a certain linear functional
on a convex set of measures

γ.

C(γ)

dened

The Kantorovich duality, which is the subject of

this section, relates this problem to a dual problem of optimizing another functional

J(ϕ, ψ)

dened on pairs of functions

ˆ

J(ϕ, ψ) :=

Theorem 1.20.
X

and

Y,

ψ(y), where
ˆ
ϕ(x)dµ + ψ(y)dν
and

(Kantorovich duality) Assume that the cost function

standard quadratic one and that the
by

ϕ(x)

respectively.

µ and ν

c(x, y)

is the

are supported on compact sets, denoted
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•

Then,

inf C(γ) = sup J(ϕ, ψ)
γ

µ to ν and ϕ(x) and ψ(y) over
ϕ(x) + ψ(y) ≤ c(x, y).
• The inmum in the rhs above is attained for (ϕ, ψ) = (ϕ, ϕ∗ ), where ϕ can
be taken to be convex on X (i.e. the restriction to X of a convex function
n
on R ).
where

γ

ϕ,ψ

ranges over all transport plans from

all continuous functions on

X ×Y

such that

The previous theorem can be seen as an innite dimensional version of a standard
duality result for the nite dimensional setting of linear programming or linear
optimization (this is no coincidence as Kantorovich is the father of the latter
theory). To see this consider the following nite dimensional problem. Let V be a
∗
nite dimensional vector space and denote by V its dual (dened as the set of linear
∗
functions on V ). Given an element in w ∈ V
and v ∈ V we write, as usual, the
∗
N
value of w at v as ⟨w, v⟩ . More concretely, identifying V and V
with R
we may

⟨w, v⟩

w and v. This identication also
′
where, by denition, v ≤ v if the inequality holds
∗
coordinate-wise (and similarly on V ). We can then consider the convex subspace
identitify

with the scalar product between

≤

induces a partial order

V+ = {v ∈ V : v ≥ 0}

on

of

V,

V

(the positive octant in

V ).

In this setting a linear

program amounts to the problem of minimizing a linear function
set

V+ ,

subject to ane contraints.

C

on the convex

The duality result in question relates this

problem to a dual optimization problem where, loosely speaking, the constraints

determine the new function to optimize and the original function determines the
new contraints:

Proposition 1.21.
subspace

W ⊂V

∗

(linear progamming duality) Assume given

and

v0 ∈ V.

w0 ∈ V ∗ ,

a linear

Then the inmum

inf ⟨w0 , v⟩

v∈V+

over all

v ∈ V+ ,

subject to the ane constraints

⟨w, v⟩ = ⟨w, v0 ⟩

for all

w∈W

is

equal to

sup ⟨w, v0 ⟩ ,
w∈W

subject to the constraint

w ≤ w0 .

To see the relation to the previous setting rst note that we can view the elements

v = (v1 , ..., vN ) of V as (signed) measures on the nite set I = {1, 2, ..., N }, simply
by letting vi be the mass of v at i. In other words, we identify v with the measure
∑
v :=
vi δi ,
where

δi

is the Dirac mass at

i.

Then

v≥0

i the corresponding signed measure
V ∗ we can

is in fact a bona de measure, i.e. non-negative. As for the dual space
identify it with the set of all functions on

w≥0

I,

simply by setting

w(i) := wi .

Then

i the corresponding function is non-negative. Moreover, we can write the

corresponding pairing as

ˆ
⟨w, v⟩ :=

wdv,
I

Going on to the innite dimensional setting the idea is to replace the set
set

M := X × Y.

Then we let

V

be space of all singed measures

γ

on

X

I

with the

(equipped
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∗
with the weak topology) and V its topological linear dual, which may be idented
0
with the space C (X) of all continous functions f on M. The corresponding pairing
is thus taken as

ˆ
⟨f, γ⟩ :=

Now the cost-function

f dγ

c(x, y) may be identied with an element w0 ∈ V ∗ , but what
γ (i.e. the conditions that the marginals of γ are

about the ane constraints on
given by

µ and ν

respectively)? The point is that this condition may be formulated

as the condition that

ˆ

ˆ

ˆ

(ϕ(x) + ψ(y)) dγ =

ϕ(x)dµ +

ˆ
(ϕ(x) + ψ(y)) d(µ × ν)

ψ(y)dν(=

for any pair of functions ϕ(x) and ψ(y) [exercise!]. Accordingly, the role of the
∗
linear subspace W ⊂ V is here played by the subset of all continuous functions on

X ×Y

of the form

(ϕ(x) + ψ(y))

and the role of

v0

is played by the measure

µ × ν.

Then, formally applying the previous proposition gives the Kantorovich duality in
Theorem 1.20 (note that we do not need to assume a priori that

γ

has total unit

mass, as it follows from the constraints). More precisely, in section cr below we will
give a proof of Prop 1.21 which also applies to the innite dimensional setting of
the the Kantorovich theorem.

Remark 1.22. The standard duality in linear programming is usually formulated
in a slightly more general form (the canonical form) involving a matrix

A:

the

inmum

inf ⟨w0 , v⟩

v∈V+

v ∈ V+ ,

over all

subject to the ane constraints

AT v = v0

is equal to

sup ⟨w, v0 ⟩
over all

w

Aw ≤ w0 .

subject to the constraint

Exercise: show that this general

form may be reduced to the special one appearing in the previous proposition, by
relating the linear subspace
1.8.

W

to the matrix

A.

Proof of Theorem 1.11 using Kantorivich duality.

To see the relation
2
to Legendre transforms one rst observes that the cost c(x, y) = |x − y| may be
2
replaced by − ⟨x, y⟩ without changing the optimizers. Indeed, expanding |x − y| =
2
2
−2 ⟨x, y⟩ + |x| + |y| reveals that

ˆ

(

2

− 2 ⟨x, y⟩ + |x| + |y|

C(γ) :=

where the constants

A

and

B

2

)

ˆ

dγ(x, y) = −2

⟨x, y⟩ dγ(x, y) + A + B,

are the second moments of

µ

and

ν

respectively. To

ger rid of the minus sign it is convenient to reformulate the Kantorivich duality as

ˆ

sup(−C(µ, ν) = inf

ϕ,ψ

γ
(where we have changed

⟨x, y⟩).

(ϕ, ψ)

In other words,

ˆ

sup(
γ

to

(−ϕ, −ψ))

ˆ

⟨x, y⟩ dγ = inf

ϕ,ψ

ˆ

ϕ(x)dµ +

ψ(y)dν

where now

ϕ(x) + ψ(x) ≥ −c(x, y) =

ˆ
ϕ(x)dµ +

ψ(y)dν), ϕ(x) + ψ(y) ≥ ⟨x, y⟩
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Fixing ϕ we note that, by the very denition of the Legendre transform,
ϕ∗ (y) and hence
∗

ψ(y) ≥

J(ϕ, ψ) ≥ J(ϕ, ϕ ) := J(ϕ)

Next one observes that

ϕ

may as well be taken to be convex by replacing

ϕ

with

∗∗

P (ϕ) := ϕ

- note that this essentially amounts to applying the previous argument again (this
is refered to as the double convexication trick in [20]).
denition, P (ϕ) ≤ ϕ(ensuring that
ϕ∗ , which implies that

The point is that, by

P (ϕ) is nite and continuous on X) and P (ϕ)∗ =

J(ϕ) ≥ J(P ϕ)
Hence,

ˆ
sup( ⟨x, y⟩ dγ = inf J(ϕ)
ϕ

γ

where

ϕ

ranges over all convex continuous functions on

of a maximizer

ϕ

X.

Moreover, the existence

is not hard to establish (for example it follows from the second

point in Theorem 1.23). Now, by construction, we have, if

γ

and

an optimal transport plan that

ˆ

ˆ

⟨x, y⟩ dγ =
But this means that

a.e. wrt

γ.

ˆ

ϕdµ +

ϕ∗ dν =

ˆ

ϕ

is a minimizer of

J

(ϕ(x) + ϕ∗ (y)) dγ

⟨x, y⟩ = (ϕ(x) + ϕ∗ (y))

Finally, by the variational property of the Legendre transform (Prop

1.15) this means that the support of

γ

is contanied in the sub-gradient of

ϕ,

as

desired. The converse is proved in a similar manner [exercise].
1.8.1. Proof of Theorem 1.12. By Theorem 1.11 there exists an optimal transport

Γ∂ϕ of the subgradient of a convex function
c(x,
y)dγ(x,
y). Next, let T be the gradient map of ϕ
Γ∂ϕ
which is well-dened on the set X − S, where, by assumption, µ(S) = 0. We write
Γ∂ϕ as the disjoint
union Γ1 ∪ Γ2 , where Γ1 is the gradient of T over the set X − S.
´
´
By denition
f
(x,
y)dγ(x, y) = X−S f (x, T (x))dµ for any continuous function
Γ2
´
f (x, y) on X × Y and hence Γ1 dγ = µ(X − S) = 1 (since µ(S) = 0). It follows that
´
γ puts no mass on Γ2 and hence C(γ) = X−S f (x, T (x))dµ for any f ∈ C 0 (X × Y ),
i.e. γ = (I × T )∗ (µ), where T is the Brenier gradient map of ϕ. The minimizing
′
property of γ thus gives C(T ) = C(γT ) ≤ C(γT ′ ) = C(T ) for any transport map
T ' , which concludes the existence proof of an optimal transport map realized as a

plan

ϕ.

γ

which is supported in the graph

In particular,

C(γ) =

´

Brenier map.

ϕ and ψ both
γ = γϕ to the opthe functional J(ψ)

Finally, to prove uniqueness we assume that the gradients of
have the prescribed push-forward property. We can then take
timal transport plan dened by

ϕ

and use that

ψ

optimizes

appearing in the Kantorovich duality. Repeating the argument in the proof of the
characterization of the support of
graph of
and
wrt
1.9.

∂ψ.

γ

gives that the support of

γ

is contained in the

∂ϕ and since ϕ
∇ψ(x) = ∇ϕ(x) a.e.

But by denition it is also contained in the graph of

ψ are dierentiable µ−almost
µ as desired.

everywhere we deduce that

Proofs of the Kantorovich (linear programming) duality.
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1.9.1. Proof of the linear pro1.21gamming duality using the min-max principle. The
proof of Proposition 1.21 can be reduced to a general result about Legendre transforms (see below). Alternatively, more directly, it follows from the so called min-

F (v, w) is a function which is convex in v

max principle, saying that if
in

w,

and concave

then

inf (sup F (v, w)) = (sup inf F (v, w))
v

w

w

v

Indeed, the point is to rst remove the constraints by adding a penalizing term
in the function to optimize, i.e. replacing

⟨w0 , v⟩

with

⟨w0 , v⟩ + χA (v),
where

χA (v) is the indicator function of the ane space A ⊂ V dened by the ane
v ∈ V such that ⟨w, v⟩ = ⟨w, v0 ⟩ for all w ∈ W.

constraints above, i.e. the set of all
More precisely, we can write

χA (v) = sup ⟨w, v0 − v⟩

(1.5)

w∈W

A and if it doesn't vanish then we can, by the
w with λw to see that χA (v) = ∞). The original

(note that the rhs clearly vanishes on
one-homogenity wrt

w,

replace

constrained inmum may thus be written as

(
)
inf (⟨w0 , v⟩ + χ(v)) := inf ⟨w0 , v⟩ + sup ⟨wi , v − v0 ⟩ := inf sup F (v, w)

v∈V+

v∈V+

v∈V+ w∈W

wi

where

F (v, w) = ⟨w0 , v⟩ + ⟨w, v0 − v⟩ = ⟨w0 − w, v⟩ + ⟨w, v0 ⟩
w ∈ W. Applying the min-max principle allows us to swap the inf
get supW inf V+ F (v, w) := supW f (w), where

and
to

and the sup

f (w) := inf F (v, w) := inf ⟨w0 − w, v⟩ + ⟨w, v0 ⟩
v∈V+

v∈V+

w ≤ w0 then clearly f (w) = 0 + ⟨w, v0 ⟩ and
f (w) = −∞ (indeed, if it is not the case that w ≤ w0 then we can nd
v ≥ 0 such that ⟨w0 − w, v⟩ < 0 and hence replacing v with λv for λ >> 1 shows
that the inmum above is −∞. Accordingly, when taking the sup of f (w) we may
as well restrict to the subset where w ≤ w0 giving
Now, if we add the constraint that
otherwise

sup inf F (v, w) := sup f (w) = sup ⟨w, v0 ⟩
W V+

W

w≤w0

as desired. There are also innite dimensional generalizations of the min-max principle which can be used to prove the Kantorovich duality, but here we will instead
give a proof which uses Legendre transforms in innite dimensions.
1.9.2. Proof of linear progamming and Kantorovich duality using Legendre trans-

forms. Let us rst consider the nite dimensional setting for linear programming
described above.

D(v) := χA (v)

Set

where

E(v) := ⟨v, w0 ⟩ if v ≥ 0 and E(v) = ∞ otherwise and
A ⊂ V is the ane space dened by the ane constraints.

Then the primal problem is to minimize the function

E(v) + D(v)
V. Note that (by formula 1.5) D is the Legendre transform of
w 7→ ⟨w, v0 ⟩ + χW (w). To prove the duality in question we will invoke the following
on the vector space
general result:
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Theorem 1.23.

(Fenchel-Rockafeller). Let

V

be a normed (possibly innite di-

mensional) topological vector space. Then

inf (E + D) = sup (−E ∗ (w) − D∗ (−w))

v∈V

w∈V ∗

w ∈ V∗

as long as there exists some

w.

continuous at

E(w) ̸= ∞, D(w) ̸= ∞

such that

and

D

is

Moreover, the sup above is attained.

To deduce Prop 1.21 from the previous theorem we also need to compute the
Legendre transform of

E,

which by denition is given by

∗

E (w) = sup (⟨v, w⟩ − ⟨v, w0 ⟩) = sup ⟨v, w − w0 ⟩ = χ{w≤w0 }
v∈V+

∗

D (w)

Since

v∈V+

is clearly one-homogenous we get

−D∗ (−w) = D∗ (w).

Hence by the

previous theorem

inf (E + χA ) = sup (−χ{w≤w0 } + (⟨w, v0 ⟩ + χW (w))) =
V

w∈V ∗

⟨w, v0 ⟩ ,

sup
w∈W,w≤w0

which proves the linear programming duality in Prop 1.21. Similarly, in the innite

V

dimensional setting we can take

X ×Y

to be the space of all signed (Borel) measures on

etc and proceed as in the discussion following the statement of Prop 1.21.

Remark 1.24. More generally, the previous argument reveals that if
function, i.e.

E(v) = ⟨v, w0 ⟩

and

inf

A⊂V

v∈V+ , v∈A

E(v) is a linear

a convex subspace, then

E(v) =

sup

w∈V ∗ ,w≤w0

hA (w)

hA (w) := supv∈A ⟨v, w⟩ is the support function of A. In the previous setting
A was ane and determinedT by v0 ∈ V and the subspace W ⊂ V ∗ , which gives
hA (w) = ⟨w, v0 ⟩ + χW (w), as before.
where

Finally, the proof in the innite dimensional setting of Kantorovich duality pro-

V

ceeds in a similar way, taking

X ×Y

to be the space of all signed (Borel) measures on

etc. Note also that the existence of a minimizer

(ϕ, ψ)

also follows from the

Fenchel-Rockafeller theorem.
1.10.

Complements on the case of non-compactly supported measures.

Theorem 1.20 is valid as long as the moments of the marginals
(which is needed to make sure that the functionals

C

and

J

µ

and

ν

are nite

are both nite). The

proof can be reduced to the special case above by a suitable truncation procedure.
The easiest step in the generalization is to allow one of the measures, say

µ

to

The point is that one can then exploit that if P ϕj
∗
is a sequence of convex functions minimizing J(ϕ, ϕ )(:= J(ϕ)) then the image of
have non-compact support.

∇ϕj

is contained in the support of

ν

and hence uniformly bounded. The Arzela-

Ascoli compactness result can then be invoked to deduce the existence of a limiting
n
minimizer which is a nite (and even Lipschitz continuous) convex function on R
(compare section cr).
However, if

ν

support while the support of

ν

Typically, this happens if
is non-compact, say all of

ϕ a smooth and strictly convex
] − 1, 1[ with the property that T := ∇ϕ maps ] − 1, 1[ dieomorphically
R. Then extending ϕ as χ[−1,1] ϕ gives a (lsc) convex function on all of R such

illustrated by a one-dimensional example. Start with
function on
onto

ϕ may
µ has convex compact
Rn . This is may be well

has non-compact support then the limiting convex function

be non-nite at some points.
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∇ϕ

µ := f dx with support [−1, 1]
R. Moreover, since |∇ϕ(x)| → ∞
as x approaches the boundary of [−1, 1] (and since ϕ is uniquely determined on the
support of µ) the extension by ∞ gives the only possible convex potential of the
corresponding optimal transport map T (note that this example corresponds to
swapping the roles of µ and ν in example 1.18).
that

pushes forward a xed probability measure

to a measure

ν := gdy

with support equal to all of

Finally, it should be pointed out that the proof of the existence part of McCann's
Theorem 1.13 in [17] also proceeds by truncation and is based on the observation
that a sequence of transport plans whose support is cyclically monotone converges
(after passing to a subsequence) weakly to another transport plan whose support
is also cyclically monotone.
1.11.

Complements on uniqueness of the potential ϕ.

optimal transport map

T

between

µ

By Theorem 1.12 the

ν

and

is uniquely determined almost everyn
where wrt µ. But unless the support of µ is all of R this does not imply that a
n
correponding potential ϕ, i.e. a convex function ϕ on R satisfying ∇ϕ = T, is

ϕ

as we wish on

(as long as it stays convex).

On the other

uniquely determined (modulo constants). Indeed, we can modify
the complement of the support of
hand, if the support of
sub-gradient of

ϕ

µ

g

is convex and we add the extra global condition that the
n
maps all of R into the support of g, then uniqueness indeed

holds:

Proposition 1.25.

Assume that

µ

and

ν

are probability measures not charging

small sets (say, compactly supported) and that the support of ν is convex. Then
n
any nite convex function Φ on R such that (∇Φ)∗ µ = ν is uniquely determined
(modulo constants) by the further condition that the image of its sub-gradient be
contained in the support

Y

Proof. As recalled above
∗
symmetry

∇ϕ

of

∇ϕ

g.

Such a

Φ

will be called a canonical potential.

is uniquely determined a.e.

is uniquely determined a.e. wrt

ν.

wrt

µ..

Similarly, by

But the support of

ν

is assumed

convex and in particular it is the closure of its interior, which is an open convex set
G. But this means that if ψ is another transport plan then ∇(ϕ∗ −ψ ∗ ) = 0 on G and
∗
∗
hence, by continuity ϕ − ψ is equal to a constant on G (which after subtraction
may assumed to vanish). Now, by assumption the images of the sub-gradients of

ϕ

ψ
ϕ=ψ



and

are contained in the closure of

G

and hence it follows from Prop 1.19 that

everywhere.

Note that the canonical potential
potential

ϕ

Φ

(as above) indeed exist: starting with any

we can simply set

∗

Φ := (χY (ϕ∗ )) ,
which means that

Φ

is determined by the condition equivalently:

Φ∗ = χY (ϕ∗ )

(this point of view will be futher developed in section cr, cr). The point is that
∗
the restriction of ϕ to Y is always uniquely determined and the convexity of Y
∗
is then needed to make sure that the extension χY (ϕ ) is convex (or equivalently,
∗
∗
Φ = χY (ϕ )).

Remark 1.26. If one removes the assumption that the support of

g be convex then it

may seem natural to ask if the uniquness still holds if one instead demands that the
image of its sub-gradient be contained in the convex hull of the support of

g

(recall

that the subgradient image is always convex). But this is not true as illustrated by
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the following simple counter-example: let

ϕ(x)

be as in example 1.18 and take

µ

to be supported on two intervals obtained by removing a small neighbourhood of

0

from a small interval. Let

forward property of

ϕ

ν

be the push-forward of

µ

under

∇ϕ.

But the push-

and the condition on the sub-gradient image are unchanged

under suitable deformations of

ϕ

close to zero, so there can be no uniqueness.

2. From optimal transport to real Monge-Ampere equations and

back again
In this section the optimal transport problem will be rephrased in terms of
the solvability of certain fully non-linear PDEs of Monge-Ampère type. A direct
variational approach to the latter equations will be explained, which turns out to
be essentially equivalent to Kantorovich duality (in particular, it yields yet another
proof of the latter duality in the present setting). We also explain how the direct
variational approach naturally leads to the setting of the second boundary value
n
problem for Monge-Ampère equations in R . Some complements on the regularity
theory of Monge-Ampère equations are also given and how they apply to give
regularity results for optimal transport maps.
2.1.

The smooth setting.

For a smooth function

ϕ on Rn

one denes the Monge-

Ampère operator as the following partial dierential operator:

ϕ 7→ det(∂ 2 ϕ),
where the symmetric matrix

∂2ϕ

is the Hessian of

ϕ.

Note that for

n>1

this is a

non-linear partial dierential operator and hence it is not a priori clear how to dene
its action on non-smooth functions. The relation to (quadratic) optimal transport
comes from the following observation: assume given two probability measures

µ = f dx, ν = gdx
with smooth densities

f

and

g

and

ϕ

a smooth and strictly convex function. Let

T := ∇ϕ
be the corresponding gradient map and assume also the map

ϕ

Then

T∗ f dx = gdy

(2.1)
i

∇ϕ is surjective.

solves the following Monge-Ampère equation

det(∂ 2 ϕ)g(∇ϕ) = f

(2.2)
Indeed, by assumption

y := ∇ϕ(x)

denes a dieomorphism from

Rn

to

Rn

and

dierentiating gives

dy = det(∂ 2 ϕ)(x)dx

(2.3)
But since

f dx

∇ϕ

is a dieomorphism the push-forward relation 2.1 holds i the form

is the pull-back of the form

gdy

under the map

T = ∇ϕ

i.e. i

f (x)dx = g(y(x))dy(x) = g(∇ϕ(x)) det(∂ 2 ϕ)(x)dx
as desired.
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Brenier solutions. For a non-smooth ϕ one makes the following
Denition 2.1. Given two function f and g in L1 (Rn ) a convex function

2.2.

ϕ

is

said to be a Brenier solution (or a weak solution in the sense of Brenier) to the
Monge-Ampère equation 2.2, if

x 7→ ∇ϕ(x)

map

gdy

is the push-forward of
v(y) ∈ C0 (Rn )

Equivalently, for any

ˆ

f dx

under the Brenier

ˆ

v(y)g(y)dy =

v(y)f ((∇ϕ)(x))dx

The denition is made so that the Brenier map

∇ϕ

provided by Theorem 1.12

furnishes a Brenier solution to the Monge-Ampère equation 2.2. When

f

and

g

are

smooth it can be shown that, under some further assumptions, any Brenier solution
is in fact smooth (compare section cr below). But here we will mainly discuss what
1
n
can be said in the case of general densities f and g in L (R ). The rst observation
is that if

ϕ

is a Brenier solution then the Monge-Ampère equation 2.2 in fact holds

point-wise almost everywhere.

The point is that any convex function ϕ is two
∂ 2 ϕ is well-dened almost everywhere

times dierentiable almost everywhere, i.e.

(according to a classical result of Alexandrov).

Proposition 2.2.

(McCann [18]). Suppose that

Monge-Ampère equation 2.2. Then

ϕ

ϕ

is a a Brenier solution to the

satises the equation 2.2 almost everywhere.

See ref for the elementary proof, which uses the Lesbegue density theorem and
the notion of Alexandrov solution recalled below. In fact, as shown by McCann the
2
density det(∂ ϕ) coincides the absolutely continuous part of the Monge-Ampère
measure of
2.3.

ϕ

discussed in the following section.

Relations to Monge-Ampère measures and Alexandrov solutions.

The geometric content of the Monge-Ampère operator on smooth functions is encoded in the corresponding Monge-Ampère measure (compare formula 2.3):

M A(ϕ) = det(∂ 2 ϕ)(x)dx
The general denition of the Monge-Ampère measure goes back to the work of
Alexandrov:

Denition 2.3.
sure

M A(ϕ)

For a general (nite) convex function

ϕ

the Monge-Ampère mea-

(called the Hessian measure in ref ) is the (Borel) measure dened

by

M A(ϕ)(E) := |(∂ϕ)(E)|
(using the Lebegue measure in the rhs above)
This is indeed a bona de measure and in particular additive (see below). More
g ∈ L1 (Rn ) (or even more general, given a measure ν

generally, for any given

not charging small sets) one can dene the following generalization of the MongeAmpère measure:

ˆ
M Ag (ϕ)(E) :=

g(y)dy
(∂ϕ)(E)

One can then consider the following Monge-Ampère equation for a convex function

ϕ,

formulated on the level of measures:

(2.4)

M Ag (ϕ) = µ
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given probability measures µ and gdy. As will be explained in section cr, if the
n
support of µ is not all of R it is also natural to supplement the previous equation
with a condition on the sub-gradient image of

ϕ,

but for the moment we do not

impose any further conditions.

Remark 2.4. The original motivation for Alexandrov's denition of the MongeAmpère measure

M Ag (ϕ)

came from his work on the classical Minkowski problem

in dierential geometry, i.e. the problem of nding a convex hypersurface

S

with

prescribed Gauss curvature.

Analytically, this problem amounts to solving the
2 (n+2)/2
Monge-Ampère equation 2.2 with g(y) := (1 + |y| )
and f the prescribed
Gauss curvature. Indeed, if ϕ denotes the height of the smooth hypersurface S
n+1
in R
, i.e. the map F : x 7→ (x, ϕ(x)) embedds S as the graph of ϕ in Euclidean
Rn , then the Gauss curvature κ(x) of S at the point in S corresponding to x ∈ Rn

+1

M Ag (ϕ) (using that κ(s) if the determinant of the second
M Ag (ϕ) to a piece-

is given by the density of
fundamental form of

S).

As observed by Alexandrov, applying

wise ane convex function allows one to extend the notion of Gauss curvature to
the singular setting of convex polyhedra.

Lemma 2.5.
•

The set-function

The measure

M Ag

M Ag

denes a (Borel) measure.

may be equivalently represented as

M Ag (ϕ) = (∇ϕ∗ )∗ (gdy),

(2.5)

∇ϕ∗ is the
∗
transform ϕ .

where

•

Brenier map (in the reversed direction) of the Legendre

In particular, the measure equation 2.4 with the correspondning target condition holds i

∇ϕ∗ (y)

i

µ

is the push-forward of

ˆ

ˆ
u(x)M Ag (ϕ) =

for any

gdy

under the Brenier map

y 7→

g(y)u(∇ϕ∗ (y))dy

u ∈ Cb (Rn )

• ϕ is a Brenier
µ = f dx

solution to the equation 2.2 i

ϕ

solves equation 2.4 for

M Ag (ϕ) is a well-dened measure (and in partic∂ϕ is invertible almost
everywhere wrt gdy, i.e. wrt the Lesbegue measure dy, in the sense that for almost
any y in the image of ∂ϕ there exists a unique x such that y ∈ (∂ϕ)(x). By Lemma
∗
∗
1.16 this holds i the Legendre transform ϕ is dierentiable at y. But since ϕ is

Proof. In order to make sure that

ular additive) we need to verify that the multi-valued map

convex it is indeed dierentiable almost everywhere (on its domain). This shows
∗
that ∇ϕ denes an inverse to ∇ϕ in the almost everywhere sense and the formula
2.5 then follows immediately from the denition of the push-forward. The second
point then follows directly from the denitions. To prove the nal point we observe
that in the general case that
reveals that

µ

and

ν

do not charge small sets, arguing as above

(∇ϕ)∗ µ = ν ⇐⇒ (∇ϕ∗ )∗ ν = µ

(compare the last point in Brenier's theorem). The third point now follows from
∗
the rst one. Indeed, if ϕ is a Brenier solution then (∇ϕ )∗ (gdy) = f dx.


Remark 2.6. Note that it follows immediately from the denition that if
probability density (which we will always assume) then

M Ag (ϕ)

g

is a

is a probability
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ϕ∗ < ∞ a.e. wrt g(y)dy. For example, if ϕ is a constant function, then
M A(ϕ) = 0 and ϕ∗ = ∞ almost everywhere [exercise: check this using the various
equivalent denitions of M A(ϕ)].
measure i

The Monge-Ampère measure has good continuity properties:

Proposition 2.7.
uniformly to

ϕ(x)

Let ϕj be a sequence of (nite) convex functions converging
on an open set U. Then M Ag (ϕj ) → M Ag (ϕ) weakly on U.



Proof. This can, for example, be shown using formula 2.5 [add proof].

Since any (nite) convex function can be locally regularized (for example, using convolution) the previous proposition shows that the general Monge-Ampère
measure

M A(ϕ)

Example 2.8.

be obtained in terms of a limit of smooth ones.

ϕ(x) = |x|/2.

M A(ϕ) = µ for µ = δ0 . More generally,
´1
then M Ag (ϕ) = cδ0 , for c =
g(y)dy.
−1
[exercise: give two proofs of this fact: one using the denition of M Ag and the
other using the equivalent Legendre transform denition. Also: regularize ϕ(x),
if

g(y)

Let

Then

R

is any continuous function on

illustrating the validity of the previous proposition].

Denition 2.9.

A (nite) convex function

ϕ is an Alexandrov

M A(ϕ)
words, ϕ is a

2.2 if the Monge-Ampère measure
holds with

µ = f dx.

In other

solution of equation

has no singular part and equation 2.4
Brenier solution such that

M A(ϕ)

has

no singular part.
A Brenier solution need not be an Alexandrov solution, but this is the case if
the support of

ν

Example 2.10.
of

is convex (see below).
Consider rst the case when

f dx is an interval, while the support of gdy

n=1

and assume that the support

is the union of two dierent intervals.

T = ∇ϕ jumps at a point
M A(ϕ) a the corresponding
takes the function ϕ(x) = |x|/2

Then an optimal map has to be discontinuous and hence
of discontinuity, which produces a a Dirac measure in
point. For example, this situation appears if one

appearing the previous exercise and slightly change it by making it smooth and
strictly convex on the complement of a small neigbourhood of the origin. On can
then take

f

coincides with

|x|/2

Proposition 2.11.
g(y) > 0

R containing a sucently large interval
µ under ∇ϕ. Since ϕ
M A(ϕ) aquires a Dirac mass at 0.

to be any probability measure on

centered at the origin and dene

0

close to

gdy

as the push-forward of

the measure

[11] Assume that the support

for almost all

y

in

Y.

Y

ν = gdy

of

is convex and

Then any Brenier solution of equation 2.2 is an

Alexandrov solution.

M A(ϕ) has no singular
dx. The starting point is that, by
saties M Ag (ϕ) = f dx, i.e. the following change of

Proof. We have to show that the Monge-Ampère measure
part, i.e. that it is absoluletely continuous wrt
Lemma 2.5, a Brenier solution
variables formula holds:

ˆ

ˆ
f (x)dx =

E
We need to prove that

g(y)dy
(∂ϕ)(E)

M A(ϕ)(E) = 0
ˆ

for any null set

dy = 0
(∂ϕ)(E)

E,

i.e. that for a null set
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g > 0 on (∂ϕ)(E). However, in
(∂ϕ)(supp(f )) is only known to be contained in the convex hull of Y [add].
Y is convex we can indeed conclude the argument.


By the previous formula this is certainly the case if
general
But if
2.4.

A direct variational approach to solving Monge-Ampère equations.
µ

ν, consider the following
ˆ
ˆ
J(ϕ) := ϕ(x)dµ + ϕ∗ (y)dν

Given probability measures

dened on the space

C(Rn )

and

of all continuous functions

ϕ

functional

on

Rn .

This functional

appeared naturally in the Kantorovich duality formulation of the optimal transport
problem, but here we will show that it can be used directly to produce a solution
to the Monge-Ampère equation

M Aν (ϕ) = µ

(2.6)

and hence an optimal transport plan (and as a byproduct this will give another
proof of Kantorovich duality). We will be following the exposition in [5], which is
closely related to the direct approaches introduced in [13, 14]. In fact, the proof
n
will automatically produce a solution ϕ in the following subspace of C(R ) :

CY (Rn ) := {ϕ ∈ C(Rn ), ϕ

(2.7)
where

Y

n
is convex and (∂ϕ)(R )

denotes the convex hull of the support of

ν

⊂Y}

(which in this section will

always be assumed compact). More precisely we will show the following

Theorem 2.12.

Assume given two probability measures

µand ν

such thatν does

not charge small sets and has compact support, whose convex hull is denoted by
If the measure

ϕ

µ

Y.

has nite rst moments, then there exists a nite convex function

minimizing the functional

J

(with

J(ϕ)

nite) satisfying

M Aν (ϕ) = µ
Moreover,

ϕ

may be taken to be in the space

potential) and if the support of

g

CY (Rn )

(then

ϕ

is called a canonial

is convex, then such a function

ϕ

is uniquely

determined modulo constants.
The existence proof proceeds in two steps:

J is dierentiable and a convex function ϕis a critical
C 0 (Rn ) (i.e. the dierential dJ|ϕ vanishes) i it satises

Step one: The functional
point of the functional

J

on

the Monge-Ampère equation

M Aν (ϕ) = µ
(in the week sense introduced above).

Step two: there exists a convex function

ϕ

(with the further property that its

sub-gradient image is contained in the convex hull of the support of
0
n
the functional J on C (R ).

ν)

minimizing

2.4.1. The proof of step one (the critical point equation). To prove step one we need
0
n
to calculate the dierential dJ. By denition this is a one-form on C (R ), i.e. for
0
n
each point ϕ in C (R ) dJ|ϕ is a continuous linear functional on the tangent space
0
n
of the vector space C (R ). Conretely, in the present setting this means that we
can identify

dJ|ϕ

with a measure dened by its action on a continuous function

(which for our pourposes may be assumed to be compactly supported):

u
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⟨

⟩
d
dJ|ϕ , u :=
J(ϕ + tu)
dt |t=0

(which can be interpreted as the directional derivative of
vector

u).

J

at

ϕ along the tangent

To calculate the dierential we write

J = Lµ − Fν
where

ˆ
Lµ (ϕ) :=

(2.8)
is the linear piece of

J

and

ˆ
Fν (ϕ) := −

(2.9)

ϕdµ

ϕ∗ (y)dν(u)

is (minus) the non-linear piece (to simplify the notation we will often write

Proposition 2.13.

The functional

F

is dierentiable on

C(Rn ).

Fν = F)

More precisely, it

is dierentiable wrt bounded tangent vectors on the subspace where it is nite and

dF|ϕ := M Aν (ϕ∗∗ )
Alternatatively,
where

P

dF|ϕ := M Aν (P ϕ)
C(Rn )

is the following projection operator from

to

CY :

∗ ∗

P ϕ := (χY ϕ ) ,

(2.10)

and where

Y

is the convex hull of the support of

ν.

Proof. The idea of the proof is to use the following variational property of the
Legendre transform:

if

ϕ

is a convex function such that

F(ϕ)

is nte and

u

is

continuous and bounded, then

d
(ϕ + tv)∗ (y) = −v(∇ϕ∗ (y))
dt |t=0
almost everywhere, or more precisely:

on the complement of a small set.

can be shown by a direct calculus argument in the case when
strictly convex [exercise].

ϕ

This

is smooth and

See [5] (Prop 2.13) for the proof in the general case,

which is based on the elementary Lemma 2.15 below. Next, using the dominated
convergence theorem and convexity one can dierentiate under the integral sign
(compare [5]) to get

Using the

M A(ϕ)

ˆ
d
F(ϕ + tv) := v(∇ϕ∗ )dν(y)
dt |t=0
push-forward formula for M Ag in Lemma 2.5 this

proves that

dF|ϕ :=

for any nite convex function as above (which, in fact, will be enough for

our purposes).

Finally, in the general case we observe that F(ϕ) = F(P ϕ) and
ϕ∗∗ (or P ϕ) (anyway, the case when

apply the previous argument to the function

ϕ

is convex will be enough for our purposes).


∗∗

ϕ is convex the convex function P (ϕ) diers from ϕ
ϕ is contained in Y. But according to the previous
proposition the corresponding Monge-Ampère measures M Aν are the same (the
point is that ν is supported in Y ).
Remark 2.14. Note that even if

unless the sub-gradient image of
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Lemma 2.15.

(dierentiation of perturbed optima) Let
n

semi-continuous function on

G0 (x) + tv(x)

R

for a bounded continuous function

dierentiable at

t=0

and

G0 be a proper upper
x0 and let Gt (x) :=
g(t) := supx∈Rn Gt (x) is

with a unique maximizer

v.

Then

dg(t)
= v(x0 )
dt t=0
g(t) = G(x(t), t), where dx(t)|t=0 =
t = 0, dg/dt = 0 + ∂G
∂t (x(0), 0) = v(x(0)) as

Proof. A simple formal proof goes as follows: write

0.

Applying the chain rule gives, at

desired. Of course, the problem is that it is precisely the dierentiability which is
at stake. But the rigorous proof proceeds by explicitely writing out the derivative
as a dierence quotient and estimating all terms properly (exploiting that
convex in

t);

g(t)

is



see the appendix of [5].

2.4.2. The proof of step two (existence of minimizers). Recall that

Y

denotes the

convex hull of the support of ν. Recall that CY denotes the convex subspace of
C(Rn ) consisting of all convex functions ϕ whose sub-gradient image is contained
n
in Y. Note that the operator P from C(R ) to CY (formula cr) satises P ϕ ≤ ϕ and
∗
∗
P (ϕ) = ϕ on the support of g. Hence, J(P ϕ) ≤ J(ϕ) and in particular

inf J = inf J.

C(Rn )

CY

This means that it will be enough to nd a minimizer of the functional

J

restricted

Now, by assumption, Y is bounded and hence the functions in CY are
n
uniformly Lipschitz in R (since |∂ϕ| ≤ C where C only depends on the diameter
n
of Y ). Moreover, since J is invariant under ϕ 7→ ϕ + c, for c ∈ R we may as
to

CY .

J further to the subspace CY,0 of functions satisfying the normalization
ϕ(0) = 0 holds). But, by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem, the space CY,0 is

well restict
condition

compact wrt the topology dened by uniform convergence on compact subset of
Rn . Accordingly, it will be enough to verify that J is lsc wrt the latter topology on

CY,0 . For the linear piece (:= Lµ ) of J

µ) this follows imediately from
ϕ(x) ≤ C|x|
´
and by assumption Lµ (|x|) :=
|x|µ < ∞). As for the non-linear piece Fν the lower
semi-continuity follows from the following observation: if ϕi is a sequence in CY
converging point-wise to ϕ then
(depending on

Fatou's lemma and the dominated convergence theorem (using that

(i) lim inf ϕ∗i ≥ ϕ∗ ,
i→∞

(ii) ϕ∗i ≥ −C

Indeed, the lower semi-continuity in question then follows immediately from Fatou's
lemma. Finally, note that the inequality (i) follows from the variational denition
∗
of ϕi : for any xed y we have ϕi (y) ≥ ⟨y, x⟩ − ϕi (y) and hence rst letting i → ∞
and then taking the sup over y proves (i). To prove (ii) note that since ∂ϕ ⊂ Y we
have

ϕi (x) ≤ ϕi (0) + supy∈Y ⟨y, x⟩ ≤ C + supy∈Y ⟨y, x⟩
(ii).

and optimizing over

x

then

proves

µ has nite rst moments we J(ϕ)
F(ϕ) > −∞). Letϕ be a minimizer of J (which by
the second step above may be taken in the subspace CY ). For any xed continuous
function u with compact support the function t 7→ J(ϕ + tu) has a local minimum
at t = 0 and hence dierentiating wrt t gives
⟨
⟩
d
0=
J(ϕ + tu) =: dJ|ϕ , u = ⟨(µ − M A(ϕ)) , u⟩
dt |t=0

2.4.3. End of the proof of Theorem 2.12. Since
is nite for any

ϕ ∈ CY

such that
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Since the vanishing holds for any such

u

this concludes the existence proof. As for

the uniqueness it was shown in Prop 1.25 (and in this formulation

µ

can be any

probability measure). Indeed, rst, using Kantorovich duality (which as explained
∗
∗
below is a consequence of Theorem 2.12) one sees that ∇ϕ = ∇ψ a.e. wrt ν.
But then it follows as in the proof of Prop 1.25 that (after perhaps shifting ψ by a
∗
∗
n
constant) ϕ = ψ a.e. wrt ν and hence ϕ = ψ on R (using that ϕ and ψ are in

CY ).

2.4.4. Remarks on the general structure of the proof (with an eye towards the com-

plex setting). In order to highlight the similarities with the complex setting we next
spell out the general structure of the previous variational proof of Theorem 2.12.
The starting point is the problem of solving an equation in a closed convex convex
subspace

C

of a vector space

V.

At least formally, the equation in question can be

J

realized as the critical point equation for a functional
of a vector space

Accordingly, to nd a critical point
functional

J

on

C

J

on

on the convex subspace

C

V :

C. But since C

dJ|ϕ = 0
ϕ of J in C

it is natural to try to minimize the

is not open it is not a priori clear that a minimizer of

will satisfy the critical point equation above. Indeed, a priori the minimizer

may (and typically will) be on the boundary of
note that there exists a natural extension of
decreases

J

to

C. To circumvent this problem we
V and a projection map P which

J:
J : V → C, J(P ϕ) ≤ J(ϕ)

(2.11)

and which has the crucial property of beeing dierentiable (at least when tested on
a dense subset of perturbations in

V)

and such that critical points of

satisfy the original equation. Moreover, the space

C

compact which leads to the existence of a minimizer in
is in

C)

J

in

C

still

is (modulo a normalization)

V

(which, by construction

V

and thanks to its minimization property on all of

it satises the critical

point equation.
In conclusion, one interesting feature of this approach is the interplay between the

C of beeing compact (whis gives the existence of a minimizer
J) and the extrinsic property of beeing embedded as a closed subset of V (which

intrinsic property of
of

together with the existence of a suitable projection map is exploited to pass from
a minimizer to a solution of the critical point equation).
Another interesting feature in the present setting (which also appears in the
complex setting) is that the original functional

J(ϕ)

fact that for

ϕ∈C

the dierential

dF|ϕ

restriction of

J

to

C

P

ϕ

is a local functional

(which follows form the

is the Monge-Ampère measure of

clearly is a local operator). However, the extension of
projection operator

C

on

in the sense that it only depends on the derivatives of

J

ϕ

which

(implicitely) involves the

which is certainly not a local operator. More precisely, the

may be written as

J(ϕ) = Lµ (ϕ) − E(ϕ),
where

E(ϕ)

has the property that

the extension of

J

to

V

dE|ϕ = M A(ϕ)

(on the convex space

may be dened by

J(ϕ) = Lµ (ϕ) − F (ϕ),
where

F(ϕ) = E(P ϕ).

C).

Next,
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P ϕ ≤ ϕ and P (P ϕ) = ϕ then gives the important decreasing property
J(P ϕ) ≤ J(ϕ). Moreover, by Prop 2.13

The fact that

dF|ϕ = M A(P ϕ)

(2.12)
and in particular

dF|ϕ = M A(ϕ)

for

ϕ ∈ C,

which is crucial for the existence proof.

Finally, note that it may be temptating to try to prove formula 2.12 by invoking
the chain rule to get

dF|ϕ := d(E ◦ P )|ϕ = dE|P ϕ (dP|ϕ )

(2.13)

But this is not really the relation we are looking for and moreover the projection
operator

P

is not even dierentiable! Still the argument can be made to work using

that the following orthogonality relation holds in the present setting:

dE|P ϕ (P ϕ − ϕ) = 0

(2.14)
(which can be used to replace

dPϕ

in formula 2.13 with the identity map as desired).

A crucial ingredient in the variational approach in the complex setting introduced
in [4] is that the corresponding ortogonality relation can be established directly,
using the complex analoge of the following alternative expression for the projection
operator

P :

Lemma 2.16.

Let

Y

be a closed convex set in

Rn .

For any lsc function

ϕ

on

Rn

the following formula holds

P ϕ := (χY ϕ∗ )∗ = sup {ψ(·) : ψ ≤ ϕ}
ψ

ψ ranges
tained in Y.
where

over all convex functions on

Proof. Denote by
any

y∈Y

Φ

Rn

whose sub-gradient image is con-

the rhs in the formula to be proved. First observe that, for

we have

Φ∗ (y) = ϕ∗ (y)

Indeed, this is a special case of the following relation (with

ψ ∈ CY :

holds holds for any

ψ(x) = ⟨x, y⟩)

which

sup (ψ(x) − Φ(x)) = sup (ψ(x) − ϕ(x))
x∈Rn

x∈Rn

which follows immediately form the extremal denition of Φ (since ψ ≤ ϕ + c i
ψ ≤ Φ + c). In other words, we have shown that χY Φ∗ = χY ϕ∗ . But then taking the
Legendre transform of both sides and applying formula 1.4 concludes the proof.



2.4.5. A direct proof of Kantorovich duality.

Proposition 2.17.

Let

µ

and

ν

be as in Theorem 2.12. Then

sup −C(γ) = inf J(ϕ, ψ) =
ϕ,ψ

γ

where

ϕ(x)

and

ψ(y)

are functions such that

inf

ϕ∈C(Rn )

J(ϕ)

ϕ(x) + ψ(y) ≥ ⟨x, y⟩

(in an almost

everywhere sense)
Proof. The inequalities

−C(γ) ≤ J(ϕ, ϕ∗ ) ≤ J(ϕ, ψ)

inequality in Prop 1.15. Indeed,

ˆ

−C(γ) :=

⟨x, y⟩ dγ ≤

ˆ

follow immediately from the

(ϕ(x) + ϕ∗ (y))dγ = J(ϕ, ϕ∗ ) ≤ J(ϕ, ψ)
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Hence, maximizing over

γ

and minimizing over

(ϕ, ψ)

gives

lhs ≤ rhs.

To conclude

the proof it will (by logic) be enough to nd a ϕ and a corresponding transport plan
γ such that −C(γ) = J(ϕ, ϕ∗ ). To this end we take ϕ to be the minimizer provided
by Theorem 2.12 and γ the transport plan
∇ϕ∗ , i.e. γ := (∇ϕ∗ × I)∗ ν ( the fact that γ

dened by the reversed Brenier map
has the marginals

µ and ν follows from
ϕ is equivalent

the fact that the Monge-Ampère equation satised by the minimizer
∗
to µ = (∇ϕ )ν (by Lemma 2.5)). In particular,

J(ϕ, ϕ∗ ) =

ˆ

(ϕ(x) + ϕ∗ (y))dγ =

ˆ

⟨x, y⟩ dγ

where the last equality follows from the equality case in Prop 1.15 (using that γ is
∗
∗
∗
supported in the graph of ∂ϕ (y), i.e. x ∈ ∂ϕ (y) a.e. wrt γ). Hence, J(ϕ, ϕ ) =

−C(γ),



as desired.

The optimal cost functional, innite dimensional Legendre duality
and weighted transport theory. In this section we will briey discuss a weighted
2.5.

variant of the quadratic setting, which appeares naturally in [6] and which turns
out to give a natural bridge to the complex setting as studied in [4]. The discussion
will hopefully also shed some light on the study of the geometry of the Wasserstein
space (which corresponds to having a quadratic weight function) that will be taken
up in section cr.
Given a cost function
cost of transporting

µ

to

c(x, y)
ν:

we dene the optimal cost

C(µ, ν) =

(2.15)

inf

C(µ, ν)

as the optimal

C(γ)

γ∈Γ(µ,ν )

Coming back to the previous quadratic setting we set
probability measure

ν

c(x, y) = − ⟨x, y⟩

and x a

which does not charge small sets, denoting the convex hull

of its support by Y. Then we can view C(µ) := C(µ, ν) as a functional on the space
P(Rn ) of all probability measures on Rn . Interestingly, as will be next explained
C(µ) may be viewed as the Legendre transform of the functional F (formula 2.9).

Lemma 2.18.

The funcional

in the following sense: if

µ

C(µ)

can realized as the Legendre transform of

F(ϕ)

has nite rst moments, then

C(µ) =

sup
ϕ∈C(Rn )

( ˆ
)
− ϕdµ + F(ϕ) ,

where the sup may as well be taken over the subspace

CY .

Proof. The rst formula is an immediate consequence of Kantorovich duality, or
alternatively Theorem 2.12. The second statement was proved in the course of the



proof of Theorem 2.12.
Some precisions are in order. First of all,
of the convex functional

−F(−ϕ),

C(µ)

is really the Legendre transform

but this is just a matter of sign conventions.

Secondly, one has to be a bit careful when specifying precisely which function
spaces are used in the denition of the Legendre transform (or more precisely, the
n
behaviour of the functions at innity in R ). Finally, the Legendre transform should
n
really be dened on the whole vector space of all signed measures on R , but this
can be arranged by setting

C(µ) = ∞

if

µ

is not a probability measure. We will

combe back to these subtles issues in the weighted setting introduced below, where
they can be dealt with in a satisfactory manner.
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But before turning to the weighted setting we rst observe that the previous
lemma, or more precisely Theorem 2.12, allows one to decide when

C(µ)

is dif-

To make this precise rst recall that a functional C(µ) on a convex
n
space (here, the space of all probability measures P(R )) is said to be (Gateuax)
ferentiable.

dierentiable if it is dierentiable along all ane lines, i.e. given any two elements

µ0 and µ1 , setting η := µ1 − µ0 , the function t 7→ C(µ + tη) is dierentiable wrt
t. Moreover, in the present setting we will say that the dierential dC|µ at µ along
P(Rn ) exists if there is a funcion ψµ ∈ C(Rn ) such that
ˆ
d
(2.16)
C(µ + tη) = ψµ η
dt |t=0
(this is non-standard terminology). Note that if ψµ is only determined mod R, i.e.
´
up to addition with a constant (since
ψµ η = 0).

Remark 2.19. One has to be a bit careful when talking about the dierential of

C(µ). The point is that we can either view C(µ) as intrinsically dened only on the
space of all probability measures or as dened on the whole vector space of all signed

∞). In the latter case C(µ) will never be dierentiable.
C(µ) becomes innity when leaving the subspace P(Rn ), which

measures (extending by
Indeed, the function

in a sense has codimension one and can thus be thought of as a hypersurface in
an innite dimensional vector space.

Here we have the intrinsic setting in mind

when talking about dierentiability and then we use duality to (at least formally)
n
n
identify the tangent space at µ in P(R ) with a subset of C(R )/R.

Proposition 2.20.
:(=Y

).

Suppose that the probability measure

Then the functional

C(µ)

ν

has convex support
P(Rn ) con-

is dierentiable on the subspace in

sisting of all measures with nite rst moments and the dierential of C(µ) at µ
P(Rn ) may be represented by the canonical potential−ϕµ of µ (furnished by

along

Theorem 2.12):
(in sense that formula 2.16 holds

dC|µ = −ϕµ
with ψµ = −ϕµ ).

Proof. This is shown as in the nite dimensional setting of Lemma 2.15, using the



Legendre transform type formula in the previous lemma.

Remark 2.21. If the support of

C(µ)

ν

is not convex, then the corresponding functional

will, in general, not be dierentiable.

This can be shown using that the

corresponding canonical potential need not be unique (mod

R).

Next we turn to the weighted setting. Given a continuous functions

ϕ0

on

Rn

(refereded to as the weight function ) we consider the following weighted cost functional:

cϕ0 (x, y) := c(x, y) + ϕ0 (x)
It follows immediately that the corresponding optimal cost functional
simply a linear perturbation of

C(µ) :

Cϕ0 (µ) = C(µ) +
if all terms are nite.

− ⟨x, y⟩

Cϕ0 (µ)

is

ˆ
ϕ0 dµ

In the present quadratic setting we recall that

and hence

cϕ0 (x, y) := − ⟨x, y⟩ + ϕ0 (x)

c(x, y) =
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The main analytical advantage of introducing the weight ϕ0 is that if ϕ0 has sucent
Rn then cϕ0 (x, y) will be bounded from below (when y ∈ Y
2
which we recall is supposed to be compact). For example, the weight ϕ0 (x) := |x| /2
growth at innity in

certainly has sucent growth in the previous sense. But in this section we will focus
on another natural class of weights with (asymptotically) linear growth which are
singled out by the xed target measure
the weights

ϕ0

such that

ϕ0 − ϕY

ν

or more precisely by its support

Y, namely

is bounded:

ϕ0 = ϕY + O(1), ϕY (x) := sup ⟨x, y⟩ ,

(2.17)

y∈Y
where

ϕY

denotes the support function of

Y

has the convenient property that

Y is compact).
ϕ0 := ϕY , which

(which is nite since

To simplify the notation we will simply take the canonical choice

cϕ0 (x, y) ≥ 0

when

y ∈ Y.

One interesting feature of the weighted setting is that one does not need to
impose any assumptions (such as nite moments) on the measure

µ

as illustrated

by the following Theorem.

Theorem 2.22.

Assume that ν = g1Y dy where Y is a compact convex set and g
is bounded from above and below by positive constants and ϕ0 is a weight functional
with linear growth as in formula 2.17. Then the following statements are equivalent:

• Cϕ0 (µ) < ∞
• There exists a solution ϕ to the equation M Aν (ϕ) = µ
1
and ϕ − ϕ0 ∈ L (µ), i.e.
ˆ
−(ϕ − ϕ0 )M Aν (ϕ) < ∞
•

such that

ϕ ∈ CY

ψ on Y such that µ = (∇ψ)∗ ν and such that
ψ = ϕ∗ where ϕ is the solution appearing in the

There exists a convex function

ψ ∈ L1 (Y, dν)

(namely,

previous point)
Proof. We will not go into details concerning the proof which can be adapted from
the complex setting in [4]. The hard part is to show that rst point implies the
second one (or the third one). The condition that

ˆ

ˆ

(ϕ − ϕ0 )µ +

Cϕ0 (µ) < ∞

means that

ϕ∗ ν ≥ −C

C (or more precisely, C = Cϕ0 (µ)). Normalizing we may as
(ϕ − ϕ0 ) ≤ 0 and hence ϕ∗ ≥ 0 (indeed, ....). Hence, it is not a

for a uniform constant
well assume that

proiri clear that the previous lower bound implies a bounded on both individual
terms appearing in the left hand side above. But in fact, it can be shown that there
exists a constant

A

such that

ˆ

ˆ
−(ϕ − ϕ0 )µ ≤ A( ϕ∗ ν)1/2

and hence it must be that both terms are indeed under control. In particular, any
´
´ ´
minimizer ϕ satises
−(ϕ − ϕ0 )µ < ∞ and ( ϕ∗ ν < ∞ which proves the second
∗
point (since µ = M Aν (ϕ)) and the third point (setting ψ = ϕ ).


Remark 2.23. If µ has nite rst moment then moments, then CϕY (µ) < ∞ (since
cϕy (x, y) ≤ A|x|). However, the converse is not true. Indeed, by the´previous
1
theorem CϕY (µ) < ∞ i µ = (∇ψ)∗ ν for some convex ψ ∈ L (Y, dν). But
|x|dµ =
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´

|∇ψ| dν

which may be innite [exercise:

construct a one-dimensional counter

example].

Corollary 2.24.

(weighted Kantorovich duality) Under the assumptions in the

µ:

previous theorem, the following holds for any probability measure

ˆ

inf
γ∈Γ(µ,ν)

Cϕ0 (γ) =

sup (Eν (ϕ) −

(ϕ − ϕ0 )dµ)

ϕ∈C(Rn )

In particular, the inf in the lhs is nite i the sup in the rhs is (alternatively,
ϕ ∈ C(Rn ) can be replaced with ϕ0 + Cb (Rn )).
Remark 2.25. This corollary is also a consequence of the very general Kantorovich
duality formula in Prop 1.22 [20], which holds for any non-negative cost function.
Again, we can reformulate the previous corollary in terms of Legendre transforms
in nite dimensions. This time no moment assumptions or needed. To make this
n
precise, we set F (u) := −F(ϕ0 + u), viewed as a functional on the spaceCb (R )
of all bounded continuous functions. Denote by ⟨·, ·⟩ the standard pairing between
Cb (Rn ) and the space M(Rn ) of all signed (Borel) measures on Rn . Extending by
∞ we can view the optimal cost functional C(µ) as a convex functional on M(Rn ).

Corollary 2.26.

(same assumptions as in the previous theorem). The convex func-

C(µ) on M(Rn ) is the Legendre transform of the convex
n
on Cb (R ) (and conversely). In particular,
(
)
ˆ
(2.18)
F(ϕ0 + u) = inf n Cϕ0 (µ) + udµ

tional

functional

F (−u)

µ∈P(R )

Moreover, the unique minimizer of the functioal appearing in the rhs above is the

µϕ0 := M Aν (P (ϕ0 + u))

measure

(and the dierential....)

Proof. The rst statement follows immediately from the previous corollary, when
n

µ ∈ P(R )

and the general case can be reduced to this case by general convexity
Cϕ0 takes values in P(Rn );

considerations (for example using that the dierential of
compare section in ref for the complex setting).
∗∗
converse Legendre relations by saying that F
=

It is tempting to deduce the

F,

but then one has to be a bit

careful when applying a suitable version of the Hahn-Banach theorem in topological
vector spaces. But the point here is that the Hahn-Banach theorem is not needed as
we know that F is Gateaux dierentiable (by Prop 2.13). Indeed, for any functional
F on Cb (Rn ) we have that, by denition, F ∗∗ (u) ≤ F (u) and we claim that if F is
∗∗
Gateaux dierentiable at u then F
(u) = u and moreover

F (u) = sup ⟨µ, u⟩ − C(µ), C(µ) := F ∗ (µ)

(2.19)

µ

where the sup is attained precisely for

µ = µu := dF|u

(this argument already

appeared in the discussion preceeding...) Indeed, by convexity
at

u

for

F

µu

is a sub-gradient

and hence

F (u) + C(µ) = ⟨µ, u⟩
for

µ = µu (as
µ is

above i

in Prop 1.15). Moreover, as in the latter proposition equality holds
a sub-gradient for

F

at

u.

But since

F

is Gateaux dierentiable

it follows that any sub-gradient coincides with µu [exercise:
n
prove this using that µis determined by its action on Cb (R )] and hence equality

with dierential
above holds i

µu

µ = µu ,

which proves the uniqueness claim in the corollary (since
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µu = M Aν (P (ϕ0 + u)))

according to Prop 2.13). Finally, writing out formula 2.19



and paying attention to the signs gives formula 2.18.
[C11, regularity, absolutely continuous, moving boundary]
2.6.

The regularity problem for Monge-Ampère equations.

The deep regu-

larity theory of the real Monge-Ampère operator is beyond the scope of the present
lecture notes and we will just make a few remarks to illustrate the diculties that
appear and what kind of results do hold (for precise references see the survey [21]).
First recall that for a general partial dierential operator

M (ϕ)

the regularity

theory is centered around the equation

M (ϕ) = f

(2.20)
for a given function

f

on Ω

dened on a given domain

Ω.

The corresponding Dirichlet

problem is when (continuous) vanishing boundary values are imposed. The classical
situation is when

M (ϕ) is a
M (ϕ)

beeing the case when

second order linear elliptic operator, the prototype
is the Euclidean Laplacian

smooth boundary (or more generally, the Laplacian
given Riemannian metric

g

on

∆g

∆

on a domain

Ω

with

dened with respect to a

Ω̄). Then a solution ϕ is always more regular than f.

More precisely, by standard linear elliptic estimates ϕ is two derivatives smoother
k,α
than f ”; for example, if f is in the Hölder space Cloc (Ω) (for α > 1) then ϕ is in
k+2,α
k,p
k+2,p
Cloc (Ω) and if f is in the Sobolev space Wloc then ϕ is in Wloc
. However,
for the Monge-Ampère operator these results are, in general, no longer true (for

n > 1).

Example 2.27.

For

n > 1 any
R is a

function of the form

given convex function on

ϕ(x) = ϕ1 (x1 )

for

ϕ1

a

weak solution of the Monge-Ampère equation

corresponding to equation 2.20, with f = 0. In particular, the solution is in general
α
not dierentiable, or even in Cloc (Ω) for α > 1.
In a nutshell, the problem is that the Monge-Ampère operator only prescribes the
∂ 2 ϕ, while, in order to control the

product of the eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix
second order regularity of

ϕ

all eigenvalues need to be controled (in the previous

example the second eigenvalue always vanishes, ensuring that

M A(ϕ) = 0, but
f be smooth

giving no control of the rst eigenvalue. Even if one demands that
and strictly positive,
when

n = 2)

ϕ

need not be smooth in any way. The problem is that (say

the rst eigenvalue can still blow-up if there is a compensatation

coming from the second eigenvalue:

Example 2.28.

For

n = 2

set

f = 1.

Then the coresponding Monge-Ampère

equation is invariant under dilations, i.e. under the transformation ϕ(x1 , x2 ) 7→
ϕϵ (x) := ϕ(ϵ1 x, ϵ−1 x2 ). But the derivatives wrt x2 of the function ϕϵ (x) blow-up as

ϵ → 0.

In particular, there can be no, so called, interior regularity estimates of the

form

∂kϕ

B

≤ CB ∥M (ϕ)∥Ω

when

B

is a domain compactly included in

Ω.

However, as illustrated by the following deep results of Caarelli these blow-up
phenomena can be ruled out if one imposes some boundary control on the solution,
for example if one demands that

ϕ

vanishes on the boundary

Ω̄

(and is continuous

up to the boundary).

Theorem 2.29.
lution

ϕ

on

vanishes on

(Caarelli [11, 9]). Assume that

Ω of the Monge-Ampère equation 2.20
∂Ω has the following properties: ϕ is

f > 0.

Then any (convex) so-

which is continuous on

Ω̄

and
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•
•
•

Better than

C 1 ”,

i.e. strictly convex and locally

C 1,α

for some

α > 0,

there exists a constant C such that 1/C ≤ f ≤ C.
2,p
2
Almost C , i.e. in the class Wloc for any p > 1, if f is continuous
0,α
2,α
2
Better than C ”, i.e. in Cloc if f is in Cloc and smooth if f is smooth

if

Proof. (extreme sketch). The starting point of the proof is the following regularity
result from [10]: if

ϕ

is a convex function on a convex domain

Monge-Ampère measure

M A(ϕ)

ϕ

1

1,α
ϕ is Cloc
for some α > 0. But, as shown in [11] if
and ϕ = 0 on ∂Ω, then ϕ is indeed strictly convex in Ω

is strictly convex, then

the inequalities above hold
[11].

such that the

1/Cdx ≤ M A(ϕ) ≤ Cdx

(2.21)
and

Ω

satises the following inequalities:

As for the second point is contained in the main result in [9]. The nal point

then follows from the Evans-Krylov theory for fully non-linear elliptic operators
and standard linear bootstrapping (all of which is purely local, i.e.

independent

of boundary assumptions). Briey, the point is that by Evans-Krylov theory the
following local result holds: if M A(ϕ) = f dx locally for f > 0 and
2,α
α
C 2 ” then f ∈ Cloc
implies that ϕ ∈ Cloc . Next, once we know that

ϕ is almost
ϕ ∈ C 2,α we
can view the equation M A(ϕ) = f dx as a linear Laplace equation ∆g ϕ = f˜ for ϕ
2
α
with respect the ϕ−dependent metric g := ∂ ϕ (with f˜ ∈ C for some α > 0) and
α
by the previous step g is in Cloc . But then it follows from classical elliptic theory
k,α
k+2,α
that f˜ ∈ Cloc implies that ϕ ∈ Cloc
for any k > 0.

Let us briey recall the general setting for Evans-Krylov theory refered to in
the proof of the last point of the previous theorem (see the survey [8] and references therein). In the general theory of non-linear partial dierential operators an
operator of the form

ϕ 7→ F (∂ 2 ϕ),
n × n matrices, is said to be
ϕ if the linearization of F at ϕ is (uniformly) positive denite
2
(where for simplicity we assume that F is smooth close to ∂ ϕ). Equivalently, this
2
means that the linearization of the opererator F (∂ ϕ) is a linear (uniformly) elliptic
operator. Concretely, if L denotes the linearization at a given ϕ then the ellipticity
where

F

is a function on the space of all symmetric

(uniformly( elliptic at

means that

L(u) =

∑

aij

i,j

∂2u
+ ...
∂xi ∂xj

(where the dots indicate lower order terms) for a positive denite symmetric matrix

A := Aij

and uniform ellipticity amounts to the eigenvalues of

A

being uniformly

bounded from above and below by a positive constant (the modulus of the ellipticity).

In other words, ellipticity holds if

(corresponding to the inverse of

A above).

L = ∆g + .... for some metric g
F is usually assumed to be

The function

concave (which simplies the theory even if it is expected that concavity is not essential [8]). Here, when considering the Monge-Ampère equation 2.20 for

f

positive

1More generally, it is enough to know that ϕ is C 1,β on ∂Ω for some β > 1 − 2/n (which rules
out the scenario in example 2.28 where all k th derivatives blow up even though M A(ϕ) is under
control). However, β = 0, i.e. Lipschitz continiuity, is not enough in general, as illustrated by
ϕ(x1 , x′ ) = |x′ | + |x′ |n/2 (1 + x21 ) with Ω as small ball centered at 0 (see the discussion in section
5.5 in ref and the references therein).
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we can take

F (A) := log det A
ϕ is precisely the Laplacian ∆g dened with re2
spect to the (degenerate) Riemanniam metric g determined by the Hessian ∂ ϕ (i.e.
2
gij = ∂ ϕ/∂xi ∂xj ) [exercise] which is thus elliptic precisely when ϕ is smooth and
2
strictly convex. In fact, the strict convexity is automatic for any C −smooth soluand then the linearized operator at

tion of the equation in question (since
the regularity of

ϕ which is at stake!

f

is assumed positive) but here it is precisely

According to the general Evans-Krylov theory

for fully non-linear elliptic operators (which is purely local and thus independent
of the boundary behaviour the solution) it is enough with a slightly weaker a priori
2,p
2
1,1
control than C −regularity, namely C
−regularity or even Wloc
−regularity for

p

sucently large (which for example holds if the Laplacian is bounded). In the

present setting such a priori regularity for the corresponding Dirichlet problem is
furnished by the second point in the previous theorem, as soon as

f

is positive and

continuous.

Remark 2.30. In the light of the previous discussion the main analytical diculty
in obtaining higher regularity of a solution
priori estimate of the Laplacian

∆ϕ.

ϕ

of Monge-Ampère equations is the a

The rst result in this direction is an explicit

Laplacian a priori estimate of Pogorelov, which appeared in his seminal work on
the Minkowski problem, later developed by Cheng-Yau and others.

See [21] and

references therein. Interestingly, Pogorelov type estimates also hold for the complex
Monge-Ampère operator, where they are due to Aubin and Yau (in the case where
there is no boundary) and the estimate then admit a geometric formulation in
terms of Ricci and bisectional curvatures. However, in the complex setting there is
nothing as precise as the second point in the previous theorem.

Corollary 2.31.

(Regularity of optimal maps) Let

f

sures with densities

•
•

If

f

and

g

and

g

µ

and

ν

be two probability mea-

respectively.

are smooth and strictly positive, then the unique optimal map T
µ to ν is smooth (dening a dieomorphism from Rn to Rn )

transporting

X such that ∂X has measure zero and
1/C ≤ g ≤ C on Y, then the optimal map
T ( which is uniquely determined on X) is continuous, or more precisely
α
in Cloc for some α > 0. Moreover, if f and g are smooth on the interiour
of X and Y, respectilvey, then T smooth on the interior of X.
[12] If the support of

the support

Y

of

ν

µ

is a domain

is convex and

Proof. By Brenier's theorem

T = ∇ϕ,
µ

Ampère equation corresponding to

ϕ is a Brenier solution of
ν. Let us rst see how to

where

the Monge-

and

deduce the

rst point from the previous theorem (see [1] for a slightly dierent proof ). First,

ϕ is proper and hence the sublevel sets
ΩR := {ϕ < R} are bounded convex domains exhausting Rn . Fixing R, writing
Ω := ΩR and replacing ϕ with ϕ − R we then have that ϕ = 0 on ∂Ω and 1/Cdx ≤
M A(ϕ) ≤ Cdx on Ω for some positive constant C [exercise: prove this using that g
invoking Lemma 2.32 below shows that

is smooth and strictly positive]. Hence, it follows from the rst point in Theorem
1,α
2.29 that ϕ is in the Hölder class Cloc for some α > 0. In particular, the gradient ∇ϕ
is a single-valued Hölder continuous function and hence M A(ϕ) = f for a Hölder
′
′
continuous function f such that 1/C ≤ f ≤ C in Ω. Applying the third point in
Theorem 2.29 thus shows that

ϕ

is smooth as desired.
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Turning to the proof of the second point, it rst follows from Prop 2.11 that

Y is
for M A(ϕ)

ϕ

is an Alexandrov solution (using that

convex). More precisely, the proof of

reveals that the inequalities 2.21

hold. To conclude it is then enough to

prove that

ϕ

is strictly convex (so that [10] can be invoked as in the proof of the

rst point in the previous theorem). The new diculty is that the solution

ϕ is not

zero (or constant) on the boundary. Yet, as shown in [12] it is indeed strictly convex
also in the present setting. Briey, the point is to use that, since Y is compact, ϕ
n
is globally Lipshitz continuous on R (and thus its graph admits an asymptotic
cone at

∞”).



Lemma 2.32.

n
Let ϕ be a convex function (nite) convex function ϕ on R such
M Ag (ϕ) = µ where gdy and µ are probability measures and the support Y of
g is convex with g strictly positive on Y. If moreover 0 is contained in the interior
of Y, then ϕ is proper.

that

ψ := ϕ∗ is nite on a
∗
closed small ball Bϵ of radius ϵ centered at 0, Indeed, since ϕ is continuous there if
∗
∗
follows that |ϕ | ≥ C on Bϵ . Hence, ϕ(x) = ψ (x) ≥ supp∈B ⟨p, x⟩ − C = ϵ|x| − C,
ϵ
showing that ϕ is proper. Next, by Prop 1.19 it will thus be enough to show
n
that 0 is an interior point of (∂ϕ)(R ). But since Y is convex the MA-equation
n
forces (∂ϕ)(R ) ⊂ Y (compare the proof of Prop 2.11) and the MA-equation gives
´
´
´
gdy = Rn µ = Y gdy. Hence, (∂ϕ)(Rn ) only misses a set in Y of measure
(∂ϕ)(Rn )
zero wrt gdY, i.e. a null set for Lesbegue measure (since g > 0 in Y ). But then if
follows from a simple convexity argument that all of the interior of Y is contained
n
n
in (∂ϕ)(R ). In particular, 0 is an interior point of (∂ϕ)(R ) as desired.

Proof. First observe that it will be enough to show that

2.7.

tor.

The second boundary value problem for the Monge-Ampère operaLet us briey come back to the setting considered in section 2.4 in the special

case when the target measure
bounded convex set

Y

ν = 1Y dy

is the Lesbegue measure on a closed

Y is a convex body with normalized
µ there is then a unique (mod R) function

with unit-volume (i.e.

volume). Given any probability measure
ϕ on Rn such that

M Aν (ϕ) = µ, ϕ ∈ CY ,

where we recall that
image in

Y.

Since,

CY

ν

is the space of all convex functions on

coincides with

remove the sub-script

ν

dy

on the image of

in the previous equation, i.e.

Rn whose subgradient

∂ϕ this means that we can
ϕ is equivalently a solution

to

The previous equation

(i) M A(ϕ) = µ, (ii) (∂ϕ)(Rn ) ⊂ Y
(i) with the target condition (ii) is

often refered to as the

second boundary value problem for the Monge-Ampère operator in the PDE litterature, where the convex body
the total mass of

Y

is called the target convex set (note that since

µ

coincides with the volume of
n
lently means that image of (∂ϕ)(R ) is dense in

Y the condition (ii) above equivaY ). The rational for calling this a

boundary value problem is that the target condition (ii) above only depends on the
n
behaviour of ϕ at innity in R . Indeed, we have the following simple observation:

ϕ ∈ CY ⇐⇒ ϕ(x) ≤ ϕY (x) + C,
where

ϕY

is the support function of

[exercise]. Geometrically, the target
graph of the solution

ϕ

at innity.

Y

Y

and

C

is a constant (depending on

ϕ)

thus determines an asymptotic cone for the
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Theorem 2.33.

Let

µ

sponding convex function (unique mod

Rn

and denote by ϕ the correR) solving the corresponding second boundary

be a probability measure on

value problem. Then

•

If

µ

If

µ

has nite weighted cost, with respect
∗
1
(equivalently, ϕ ∈ L (Y, dy))

•

ϕY ,

then

´

−(ϕ−ϕY )M A(ϕ) < ∞

q th moments, for some q > n, then ϕ − ϕY
ϕ ∈ L∞ (Y ))
∗
∞
density, then ϕ is smooth (equivalently, ϕ ∈ Cloc (Y ))

has a density with nite
∗

is bounded (equivalently,

•

If

µ

has a smooth

Proof. The rst point is the content of Theorem 2.22. The second point follows
´
´
∗ q
from the Sobolev inequality applied on

|x|µ =

Y, using that

|∇ϕ | dy

(compare

[5]) and the last point follows from Theorem 2.29.
Note that the target condition

(ii)



above is needed for the uniqueness property

n = 1. Indeed, then we may write
a ∈ R. But the equation (i) only determines ϕ(x) up to an
additive ane term Ax+B, where the constant A is xed by the gradient condition
(ii) (since the term Ax shifts a to a + A).
to hold. This is already clear in the case when

Y = [a, a + 1]

for some

3. Intermezzo: relations to pluripotential theory and Complex

Geometry
In this section we will make a digression to point out some relations between
optimal transport theory on one hand and pluripotential theory and complex geometry on the other, originating in [6]. These relations appear in the setting of a
quadratic cost function (and its weighted generalizations) when the target measure

ν

is the uniform measure on a given convex body

Y.

As explained in the previous

section, optimal transport theory then oers a variational approach to the corresponding second boundary value problem for the real Monge-Ampère operator. In
this section we explain who the latter variational principle, when formulated directly in terms of the Kantorovich functional, as in section 2.4, can be seen as a
special case of the variational principle for complex Monge-Ampère equations on a
complex manifold

X, as developed in [4]. The complex manifold in question is then
X determined by Y (in the case when Y is a rational

the polarized toric variety

convex polytope). One interesting feature of this link is that the optimal transport
n
cost C(µ) of a measure µ on R gets identied with the pluricomplex energy of the
corresponding measure on the complex toric manifold

X,

as dened in [4].

We start with a bottom-up account of these relations in the simplest possible
setting, which corresponds to optimal transport theory in one real dimension.

From potential theory in the plane to one-dimensional optimal transport. Let µ̃ be a probability measure in the plane R2 (that we will soon identify
3.1.

with

C)

and consider the corresponding Laplace equation

∆ϕ̃dx ∧ dy = µ̃

(3.1)

(in the sense of distributions) for a function

on

R2 .

has a smooth density, so that

ϕ̃

To x ideas we rst assume

is smooth. If the solution ϕ̃ is radial, i.e.
1
2
invariant under the standard action by the circular group S on R , then setting
that

µ̃

ϕ̃

t = log r2 , ϕ(t) = ϕ̃(x, y)
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r2 := x2 + y 2 > 0), a direct computation
solution ϕ(t) of the following equation on R

(for
a

(i)
where

µ̃ = f (t)dθ ∧ dt

reveals that we may identify

ϕ̃

with

d2
ϕ(t) = f (t)
d2 t

[exercise: check this!], together with the following asymp-

totics:

d
d
ϕ(−∞) = 0,
ϕ(∞) = 1
dt
dt
Indeed, the asymptotics as t → −∞ follow from the fact that ϕ̃
2
a neighbourhood of 0 in R . In particular it is uniformly bounded
d
dt ϕ(−∞) = 0, by convexity. The asymptotics as t → ∞ then follow
(ii)

that

d
d
ϕ(∞) − ϕ(−∞) =
dt
dt

ˆ
R

d2
ϕ(t)dt =
d2 t

is smooth in
there forcing
from the fact

ˆ
∆ϕ̃ = 1,
R2

d
dt ϕ(∞) = 1. This means that ϕ is a solution to the second boundary value
problem for the Monge-Ampère operator with target Y = [0, 1] (as formulated in
forcing

section 2.7) which in terms of transport theory concerns the problem of optimally
transporting

µ

to

ν = 1[0,1] dy.

Proposition 3.1.

More generally, we have the following

µ̃ be a probability measure on R2 such that µ̃ does not charge
0. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between S 1 −invariant solutions ϕ̃ to
2
the Laplace equation 3.1 on R with right hand side µ̃ and convex functions ϕ(t) on
2
R solving the second boundary value problem for dd2 t with target set [0, 1] and right
2
hand dise µ equal to the push-forward of µ̃ under the map Log from R − {0} to R
2
dened by (x, y) 7→ t := log r
Let

Proof. A direct calculation gives, just as before, that the Laplace equation 3.1 on

R2 − {0}

(i)

is equivalent to the equation

just need to verify that the condition that
d
dt ϕ(−∞) = 0, which is left as as exercise.
Note that if

µ̃ has

above on

µ̃

R.

Proceeding as above we

does not charge

0

corresponds to



compact support, then it follows immediately that the follow-

ing stronger asymptotics hold [exercise]:

ϕ(t) = O(1), t → −∞, ϕ(x) = t + O(1) t → ∞

(3.2)

(which is a simple special case of the second point in Theorem 2.33).
3.1.1. The complex formalism. Before continuing let us recall the complex formu2
lation of the Laplace equation. First setting z = x + iy we may identify R with C.
∂
The rst order complex dierential operator
is determined by the relations
∂z

∂
∂
z = 1,
z̄ = 0,
∂z
∂z
∂
2 ∂z
=

∂
∂x

∂
− i ∂y
.

∂
∂ z̄ is the classical Cauchy-Riemann operator,
∂
which has the property that
∂ z̄ f = 0 i f is holomorphic (which essentially follows
∂
from the relation
∂ z̄ z = 0). These two rst order complex dierential operators

i.e.

Its conjugate

allow one to factorize the Laplacian:

∆=

1 ∂ ∂
4 ∂z ∂ z̄
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It is also convenient to introduce the complex dierentials

∂

and

∂¯ dened

by

∂f
∂f
dz, ∂¯ =
dz̄
∂z
∂ z̄

∂f =

([exercise: check that the usual exterior derivative

d

decomposes as

d = ∂ +∂¯).

Then, after normalization, the Laplace equation 3.1 may be equivalently written as

i ¯
∂ ∂ ϕ̃ = µ̃
2π

(3.3)

The normalizations of the Laplacian have been chosen so that

g(z, w) := gz (w) := gw (z) := log |z − w|2
is the Green function for the Laplacian, i.e.

i ¯
∂ ∂g0 = δ0 ,
2π

(3.4)

The Log map appearing in Prop 3.1 may, in complex notation, be written as
Log
In particular, if

ϕ̃(z)

is

C∗ → R, z 7→ t := log |z|2

S 1 −invariant,

then the asymptotics in formula 3.2 above

may be formulated as
(3.5)

ϕ̃(z) = ϕ̃0 (z) + O(1), ϕ̃0 (z) := (log(1 + |z|2 )

(of course, many other choice of reference weights

ϕ̃0

can be chosen; the relevant

class is those functions which correspondond to a bounded perturbation of the
2
support function ϕY (x), which may be identied with the function max{0, log |z| }
∗
on C ). We note that these asymptotics also follow directly from potential theoretic
2
consideration. Indeed, since log |z − w| is the Green function for the Laplacian the
logarithmic potential

ˆ
vµ̃ (z) :=

log |z − w|2 dµ̃(w)

is a solution to the Laplace equation 3.3, such that the asymptotics 3.5 holds

µ̃ has compact support. By linearity any other solution ϕ̃ may be written as
ϕ̃ = ϕ̃µ̃ + h, for some harmonic function h on C (i.e. ∆h = 0). In particular, if ϕ̃
is radial then so is h. But any radial harmonic function in C is constant [exercise]
when

and hence the asymptotics 3.5 indeed follow.
3.1.2. Logarithmic energy. Next, let us recall the classical notion of energy in planar
potential theory.

For a probability measure

µ̃

on

C

with compact support its

(logarithmic) energy is dened by

(3.6)

1
E(µ̃) := −
2

ˆ
log |z − w|2 dµ̃(w) ∧ dµ̃(w),

i.e.

1
E(µ̃) = −
2

ˆ
vµ̃ dµ̃

Physically, this is the electrostatic energy of a charge distribution µ̃ in the plane.
2
Since log |z −w| is not bounded from below it is not a priori clear how to dene the
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energy of a non-compactly supported probability measureµ̃. However, the weighted

energy is always a well-dened number in

Eϕ̃0 (µ̃) := −

ˆ
1 (
2

]0, ∞] :

)
log |z − w|2 − ϕ̃0 (z) − ϕ̃0 (w) dµ̃(z) ∧ dµ̃(w),

which for a compactly supported measure may be decomposed as

ˆ

Eϕ̃0 (µ̃) = E0 (µ̃) +

ϕ̃0 dµ̃,

In physical terms this is the sum of the (internal) electrostatic energy of
the (exterior) potential energy (with

ϕ̃0

µ̃and

playing the role of a conning potential).

We then have the following essentially classical result which can be seen as the
one-dimensional complex analog of Theorem 2.33:

Theorem 3.2.

Let

µ̃

C.

be a probability measure on

Then the following is equiva-

lent:

•
•

The measure

µ̃

Eϕ̃ (µ̃) < ∞
to the corresponding Laplace equation 3.3 in
2
such that ∇(ϕ̃ − ϕ̃0 ) is in L (C), or equivalently

has nite weighted energy:

There exists a solution

ϕ

C

µ̃
ˆ

with right hand side

−(ϕ̃ − ϕ̃0 )i∂ ∂¯ϕ̃ < ∞
Proof. Let us briey indicate an essentially classical proof of the previous theorem,
which is based on a weigthted version the Dirichlet principle. Consider the following
functional

ˆ
Jµ̃,φ0 (φ) := −

dened on the vector space

C

(φ − φ0 )dµ̃ −

V0

1
2

ˆ
(φ − φ)
φ

of all functions

ˆ

(3.7)

C

on

i ¯
∂ ∂(φ − φ0 )
2π

Cnormalized

so that

(φ − φ0 )ω0 = 0

and such that the second term in the denition of

Jµ̃,φ0

is nite. Note that per-

forming an integration by parts allows one to write the second term above as a
Dirichlet type norm, giving

ˆ

1
Jµ̃,φ0 (φ) := − (φ − φ0 )dµ̃ −
2
C
(using a suitible normalization of the gradient

ˆ
C

|∇(φ − φ0 )|2 dxdy,

∇). Hence the space V0

may be iden-

tied with the classical Dirichlet space on C consisting of all functions u such that
∇u ∈ L2 (C) (we will come back to this point of view below). A direct caclulation
reveals that the critical point equation for

Jµ̃,φ0

on the function space

but the Laplace equation 3.3. Hence, any minimizer

φµ̃

of

Jµ̃,φ0

V

is nothing

solves the Laplace

equation 3.3 and moreover the minimal value of the functional is the weighed energy
of the measure

µ̃ :
1
Jµ̃,φ0 (φµ̃ ) = −
2

ˆ
(φµ̃ − φ0 )dµ̃ = Eφ0 (µ̃),

where the last equality is shown using the normalization 3.7.

ˆ

normalization that

φµ̃ = vµ̃ −

(vµ̃ − φ0 )ω0 ,

Indeed, the latter
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as can be shown using the uniqueness of solutions to the Laplace equation with
nite Dirichlet type norm. It can also be shown directly that a minimizer of the
functional

J

with nite Dirichlet type norm indeed exists, as follows from the

??

coercivity inequality

to be discussed below, when revisiting the proof of the
L2 −point of view.


present theormem from an

3.1.3. Optimal cost=energy. Interestingly, the connection to Theorem 2.33 (for the

ν = 1[0,1] dy) can be made
S −invariant measures on C :

one-dimensional target measure
1

to the following relation for

very precise and leads

Eϕ̃0 (µ̃) = Cϕ0 (µ)

(3.8)
and in particular

E(µ̃) = C(µ)

(3.9)

in the case of measures compactly supported measures. In other words, the elec-

trostatic energy of a charge distribution
its push-forward

µ

relation 3.9 goes as follows: writing
map

t 7→ ∇ϕ(t)

µ̃

is equal to the optimal cost to transport

to the uniform measure on

gives

ˆ
C(µ) = −

C(µ) = −
ˆ

d
t ϕµ = −
dt

t

A formal integration by parts thus gives

ˆ

C(µ) =

´[0, 1]). A simple formal proof of the
tpdγ for γ dened by the Brenier
γ
d
d2
ϕ( 2 ϕ)dt
dt d t

ˆ

d d
d
(t ϕ)( ϕ)dt =
dt dt
dt

1·(

d 2
ϕ) dt − C(µ)
dt

Hence, performing another formal integration by parts gives

ˆ
d 2
1
d2
ϕ) dt = −
ϕ( ϕ)dt
dt
2
dt
complex coordinate z this means that
ˆ
1 i
C(µ) = −
ϕ̃∂ ∂¯ϕ̃
2 2π C∗
C(µ) =

But, in terms of the

1
2

ˆ

(

which by formula 3.6 coincides with

E(µ),

as desired.

A rigorous proof can be

given using Legendre transform type considerations, as will be discussed below (in
particular in the higher dimensional setting).
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